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llenda's Medical Finns
Dial into Technology

still growing strong

LEADERS IN

HE:AITHC

Comprehensive medical seJVices
Cancer treatment, Level II and III
Neonatal Intensive Care Units,
Flight for Life air ambulance
transport, open heart surgery, advanced pediatric care, maternity
services, diabetes treatment center,
digestive disorder center, and
Faster Care.
The Valley Health System
is home to all these services,
programs and much more.
When it comes to providing
comprehensive, quality
healthcare, The Valley Health
System, with three hospitals
located citywide, offers
quality care close to home.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR MORE NEWS
www.valleyhealthsystem.org

't. ~HealthSystmr

TheValley

SUMMERLIN HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER ..

Sierra Pacific Resources, Parent Company of

Sierra Pacific and Nevada Power.
Ranked Best in the West.

].D. Power IV presents Sierra Pacific Resources Chairman Michael R. Niggli

with the award for Highest Customer Satisfaction with Midsize Business
Service in the Western United States for the electric industry.
2000 Midsiz e Business Electric Utility Customer Satisfaction Studysm

After results from recent interviews with representatives from manufacturers,
retailers, professional service and health care providers, and other midsize
businesses, were compiled, Sierra Pacific Resources ranked highest in the
western region fo r customer satisfaction with electric service.

~~£

Sierra PacificTM
www.sierrapacific.com

A

Ne\ada Power..
www.nevadapower.com

J.D. Power and Alsociates/Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2000 Midsize Business Electric Utility Customer Satisfaction Study"". Study based on a total of 5,665 midsize business customer responses. www.jdpower.com.
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Freedom is Never Free

ackyard picnics, family get-togethers and
fireworks are all part of the Fourth of July
celebration across America. It's a time
when our nation's workers pause to honor
those who paid the ultimate sacrifice so that we
could Jive in a free country.
However, too often we take our freedom for
granted and neglect to teach the next generation the
true value of living in a free nation. Our children
need to be instilled with a sense of pride in our
American flag and be taught that patriotism is a
fine and honorable thing. They need to understand
that in the beginning, our freedoms were not the inalienable rights we now assume them to be - our
forefathers fought for them, often losing everything
they held dear in the process. And while the new
movie 1,'h e Patriot will stir in one a deep sense of
patriotic pride, and give a brief glimpse into the
Revolutionary War, it falls short of providing a
comprehensive education about America's roots.
Have you ever wondered what happened to the 56
men who signed the Declaration of Independence?
• Five signers were captured by the British as
traitors and tortured before they died.

B

The 56 men
who signed the
Declaration of
Independence
were well aware
that if captured,
the penalty
was death.

• Twelve had their homes ransacked and burned.
• Two lost their sons serving in the Revolutionary Army.
• One had two of his sons captured in the Revolutionary War.
• Nine of the 56 fought and died from wounds, or
hardships of the war.
Carter Braxton of Virginia, a wealthy planter and
trader, saw his ships swept from the seas by the
British Navy. He sold his home and property to pay
his debts, and he died in rags.
Thomas McKeam was so hounded by the British
that he was forced to constantly move his family.
He served in Congress without pay, lived in
poverty, and kept his family in hiding.
British General Cornwallis took over the home
of Thomas Nelson Jr. and used it for his headquarters. Nelson quietly urged General George Washington to open fire. The home was destroyed and
Nelson later died bankrupt.
The British destroyed Francis Lewis 's home and
jailed his wife, who died a few months later.
John Hart was driven from his wife's bedside as
she was dying. Their 13 children fled for their lives .
Hart lived in forests and caves for more than a year,
returning home to find his wife dead and his children vanished. A few weeks later he died from exhaustion and a broken heart.
These men took a stand for freedom by pledging
their Jives, fortunes and their sacred honor when
they signed the Declaration of Independence. Those
who signed the document were well-educated men
of means. Twenty-four were lawyers and jurists,
nine were farmers and large plantation owners .
They had security, but they valued liberty more.
The Revolutionary War wasn't just about fighting the British; since our forefathers were British
subjects, they were fighting their own government. When the 56 signed the Declaration of Independence, they were well aware that the penalty would be death if they were captured. They
stood tall and pledged ; "For the support of this declaration, with firm reliance on the protection of
the divine providence, we mutually pledge to each
other, our lives, our fortunes , and our sacred
honor." They gave us a free and independent
America. Let us not forget the price they paid as
we celebrate our nation 's independence.
•
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"The ideal OFFICE exists.
So does the ideal TENANT
Our job is to put them together. "
THE OFFICE DIVISION

·······························································································

AT COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

Take a burgeoning city, exploding with
commerce and an increasingly complex
real estate market. Add that with a pair
of office brokers who, together, total over
20 years of experience. What do you get?
A perfect match.

That's what the Office Division at
Colliers is all about: finding the perfect
match. Because no matter how much
perfect office space is out there, and no
matter how many perfect tenants are out
there, you're nowhere unless you know
how to find them.

If you need office space, we can find it.
If you own office space, we can fill it.
And although it's really not as simple as
it sounds, we like to think we can make it
look that way. Call us for our Office
Division brochure today.

3960 Ho ward HutT n
L CALL US FOR OUR OFFICE DIVISION BROCHURE TODAY.
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Most Executives Willing to Rehire
Former Employees
orkers who find the grass isn't greener with a new employer
their old jobs, according to a recent survey conducted on be
International. An overwhelming 90 percent of executives poll
be likely to roll out the welcome mat for a valued former employee .
standing. Actual poll results
showed that 56 percent were
"very likely" and 34 percent
were "somewhat likely" to
consider rehiring a former employee who left their firm in
good standing. "By rehiring
staff members who left on
good terms, businesses fill critical openings and regain key
talent," said Max Messmer,
chairman and CEO of Robert
Half. "In a competitive employment market, this can be a
tremendous advantage." For
workers, the survey findings reinforce the value of not burning
bridges with past employers.

W

Digital
Signatures

Bill Passes
bill called the "Electronic Signatures in
Global and National
Commerce Act" was recently
passed by Congress to provide a
national framework of rules governing the use of electronic signatures in business transactions
conducted over the Internet. It
ensures that a company will be
able to rely on an electronic contract and that individuals or companies will not be able to escape
contractual obligations simply
because the contract was entered
into over the Internet or another
computer network. It preempts
state law that is inconsistent with
the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act and provides that electronic records and notices produced in the execution of a
digital contract will not be denied legal effect solely because
they are electronic in nature. The
United States Chamber of Commerce was a leading advocate of
the legislation.

A
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e to regain
Half

The Eight "C's" of
Good Communications
ccording to Runzheimer International, a management consulting
firm, the average manager spends
80 percent of his or her time communicating in one form or another. The breakdown of that surprisingly large percentage
looks like this: 10 percent writing, 15 percent reading, 25 percent listening, and 30
percent speaking. All of these forms can
be aided or strengthened by following
these eight guidelines:

A

or information technology (IT) professionals, all work and no play can
dampen productivity, suggests a recent survey. Rising workloads were cited as
the number one source of stress in the
workplace by 55 percent of the 1,400 chief
information officers surveyed. Office politics ranked second, with 24 percent of respondents rating it as the leading cause of
stress. Greg Scileppi, executive director of
RHI Consulting, which commissioned the
survey, warned that employee burnout is a
real danger. "Workloads on already understaffed IT departments are rising exponentially," said Scileppi. "Recognizing and taking steps to alleviate an overburdened staff

F
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can prevent turnover and allow firms to
keep key IT initiatives on target." Scileppi
offers the following suggestions to address
work-related job stress:
• Get employees involved in managing
workloads.
• Acknowledge and reward hard work with
bonuses, special awards and incentives.
• Promote outside activities to bring diversity to the workday.
• Look for signs of burnout and help employees deal with it before it becomes a
real crisis.
• Encourage team building through increased communications and regular
team meetings.
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Credibility - Your audience must believe in you. Mistakes as well as exaggerations or other forms of dishonesty can
erode their confidence in you.

Context - Employees will defy policy
statements that are consistently ignored or
abused by organization leaders. Avoid being
a, "Do as I say, not as I do" manager.
Content - Be sure everyone understands
the importance and significance of your
message. Provide background information
if necessary.

Continuity- Don't rely on a single
communication effort. An oral message
followed up by a memo and an e-mail reminder has a much greater chance of success than a single message .
Consistency - Keep the facts consistent
with each communication to maintain
your credibility.

Channels - Make use of all the channels available (e-mail, newsletters, recordings, etc.) but take some time to analyze
which channels will help you better reach
the intended audience.

Capability (of the audie nce)- Make
sure your message will be understood by
your audience. Do not use complex sentence structure or technical vocabulary
with people who will be unable to understand them.

Clarity- Put your message in the simplest terms possible to avoid misinterpretation and make it easier to remember.
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Economic Development Authority
lor Esmeralda &Nye Counties
Remote region offers unique opportunities

L

ike many areas in Nevada, Esmeralda and Nye
counties are looking to diversify their economy
and bring in new businesses. According to Robert
Cameron, chairman of Economic Development Authority for Esmeralda and Nye Counties (EDEN),
the area has several challenges that are unique and
it is also finding ways to capitalize on its assets.
The area sits on Nevada's western border between Reno and Las Vegas, and encompasses
about 22,000 square miles. Nye County is the third
largest county in the United States. Cameron hastens to add that over 90 percent of that space is
controlled by the federal government with 13,050
square miles - roughly the size of Rhode Island taken up by the Nevada Test Site.
EDE also runs the entire gamut of population,

VITAL STATISTICS
POPULATION
34,000

A REA
22,000 squ are miles

MAJOR POPULATION
CENTERS

Pahrump
Tonopah
ECONOMIC ENGINE

Mining
MAJOR COMPANI ES

Barrick Mining
Round Mountai n Gold
YEAR AUTHORITY
ESTABLISHED

1992
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Gordon Froman
T RANSPORTATION
THOROUGHFARES

u.s. 95
u.s. 6
AIRPORT

Tonopah Airport

At the Nevada Test Site, .
photovoltaic cells convert
light into electricity.
Photo: Department of Energy
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climate and geography that is
one of Nevada's hallmarks. In the
has become one of the faste t growing
communities in the country due to the
spillover of development in Clark County. while
Esmeralda County is experiencing lo e due to
cutbacks in the mining indu try and outright closures of some of its mining operations. The area
also provides something for ju t about everyone in
terms of climate and scenery - witching from the
desert of southern Nevada to the mountains of the
north with some of the state's highe t peaks located within its borders. The town of Beatty, located
in Nye County, provides an entrance to Death Valley and elevations below ea level.
The area does represent some unique opportunities due to its remoteness and the presence of the
Test Site. According to George Ormiston, vice
president of planning and development for the
Nevada Test Site Development Corporation
(NTSD), federal monies became available to thearea through the Department of Energy and are
being used to create high-tech jobs both on and off
the Test Site. Ormiston hastens to add that the Test
Site is an active military site. The NTSD is a guest
there, he says, and is very mindful of the security
restrictions required of any business that wants to
be located in or near the Test Site.
That being said, Ormiston says that the area is
a tremendous resource for the aerospace industry
and the organization is actively seeking companies that want to use the area for satellite launches. The remoteness of the site is an asset to businesses that work with hazardou s materials ,
Ormiston says, relating that the NTSD recently relocated one such company from Amargosa to the

Lewis and Roca LLP is pleased to
announce the relocation of its
offices to:

Test Site. NTSD works with companies
through an incubation program, investing
in the qualified firms to help them get
started or relocate to the area.
EDEN has used the Test Site area as a
springboard for its science and technology
corridor and recently received a federal economic development grant to assist in atu·acting and developing high-tech industries. Cameron says the monies will be used
to hire additional staff, develop the junction
of 1-95 and Route 373 in Amargosa Valley,
and set up communication links between
the communities using the high-tech center
in Pahrump and the Community College of
Southern Nevada (CCSN).
Cameron points out that businesses
need to be aware of the fact that it's a rural
area when they look at Nye and Esmeralda counties. "What rural means is that one
of the problems we have is infrastructure.
When a new company considers moving
into an area, representatives want to know
about schools, housing, basic things like
sewers, phone and water," Cameron said,
adding that when a lot of people talk about
rural, they're really thinking of an area
that is just outside of either Las Vegas or
Reno, where there is still access to all the
amenities. "To them, living a rural life is
living on three-quarters of an acre. To us
rural is rural. You have a water well and a
septic tank and the high school kids get on
a bus and travel an hour and a half to go to
Beatty High School," he said.
Nye and Esmeralda counties offer companies some benefits wit4 interstate highway links that provide access to most of
the western United States in less than 12
hours. In addition, Las Vegas gives businesses located in the southern part of the
region access to most major markets. According to Cameron, the area has a good
labor force with CCSN providing classes
even in the most rural of communities. He
also cites a low crime rate and excellent
schools as assets for the region.
•
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Amelia Rebecca De Los Santos
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as an associate to its Commercial
Litigation Section in the Las Vegas
Office.

One South Church Avenue
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Phone: 520/622-2090
Facsimile: 520/622-3088
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M s. De Los Santos received her Doctor of Jurisprudence
at the University of Texas School of Law in 1997 and
her Bachelor of Science at Trinity Universi ty in 1994.
Prior to joining Lewis and Roca, she was an associate
with the law firm of Schreck Morris . She is admitted to
practice in Nevada's state and federal courts and in the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. Ms. De Los Santos is a
member of the American Bar Association, the State Bar
of Nevada and the Clark County Bar Association.
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Founded in 1950, Lewis and Roca is a fu ll -service business law firm
serving clients with interests locally, nationally and internationally.
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Orgiii/Singer & Associates has teamed up with the Las Vegas Chamber
of Commerce and Health Plan of Nevada to offer one of the most
comprehensive health benefit packages to the small business employer.

For your health plan needs, including medical,
vision, dental and life, call us today.

Call
7~6-91 00
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Old Economy vs.
New Economy
T

here is a tug of war occurring on
Wall Street between "old economy"
and "new economy" stocks. For over 100
years, the Dow Jones Industrial Average
Index has epitomized the old economy.
This changed last year with the addition
of Home Depot, Intel, Microsoft and SBC
Communications to the index and the
deletion of Chevron, Goodyear, Sears
Roebuck and Union Carbide.
Charles Dow introduced his index on
May 26, 1896. It was composed of 10
"smokestack" companies. Of the 10, General Electric was probably the only forward-looking firm. These companies all
produced tangible, touchable products.
The successes of these companies were
and still are measured by production efficiency. Historically, efficiency is measured by traditional financial formulas.
Today's new economy companies produce intangible products . These companies create ideas and concepts to manage
intangibles such as airwaves, technology
and global competition. Wall Street is
struggling to define the financial formulas to measure such businesses.
New economy companies hire employees for their brains, not their manual dexterity. Creativeness and innovation are
more important than mass production,
and earnings are reinvested in new ideas,
not new machines . Characteristics that
define new economy businc:sses include:
~ GLOBALIZATION - a presence in worldwide markets
~ COMMUNICATION - networking and
creating brand identity
~ INNOVATION - creating and using new
ideas with speed and agility
~ T ECHNOLOGY - adapting new tools to
maximize efficiency
~ V IS ION - being in the right place at the
right time and creating staying power.

There are many old economy companies, though, that have these characteristics
and are transitioning into new economy
companies. These are recognizable names
such as AMR Corporation (parent company
of American Airlines), Avon Products, Disney, Lucent Technologies (an AT&T spinoff), Monsanto and Schlumberger.
How does an investor take advantage
of the tug of war between new economy
and old economy companies? A strategy
that is pretty simple is the "Relative
Strength 5 Theory." This theory, developed by Dorsey, Wright & Associates, is
based on the same tenets as the "Dogs of
the Dow Theory." The Dogs of the Dow
Theory identifies the five Dow stocks
paying the highest dividends. An equal
amount of money is invested in each of
the five stocks and is held for one year.
At the end of the one-year period,
changes are made to again reflect the five
Dow stocks paying the highest dividends .
The new economy Dow stocks are not
rewarding investors with dividends but
with strategies such as stock buy-backs
and stock options. These strategies tend to
drive the new economy stock prices higher. In the Relative Strength 5 Theory the
first basis of selection is not dividends but
relative strength, i.e., stocks that are performing better than the market. By eliminating the requirement that a stock must
pay a dividend to be considered, every
Dow stock has the opportunity to be included in the portfolio. However, there is
one constant for investors, companies and
Wall Street - rapid change.
Before deciding whether these strategies are appropriate for your investment
objectives and risk profile, please consult
your financial advisor. •
This article is published for general informational purposes. It is not an offer or solicitation to sell or buy any securities. Any particular investment should be analyzed based on
its terms and risks as they relate to specific
circumstances and investment objectives.
Margaret E. Maul, CFP, CIMA, is managing
director/CEO of Maul Capital Management.
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Investigative

Needs
Scarborough Investigations delivers

a full range of professional
investigation services. Businesses,
governments and individuals rely
on us for cost effective, professional results.
• Pre-Employment Screening
• Cameras
• Asset Searches
• Civil/Criminal Records
• De-Bugging
• DMV Reports
• Full Background Investigations
• Missing Persons
• Surveillance Camera Systems
• Tenant Screening
• Undercover Investigations
• Commercial & Residential
• Video Camera Installation
• Home Protection
·Nanny Cams

Our investigators bring with them
extensive experience and training
in areas that include law enforcement, corporate and legal research,
information technology and
business to address your situation.
We tailor solutions specifically to
your needs, and you can depend
on our record of success for
prompt, responsible information
and service.

CONFIDENTIAL
& RELIABLE
Over 20 Years Experience

702-868-8875
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he Business: John Ross Internation-

T

al, a real estate consulting firm based
in The Hughes Center in Las Vegas.

The Players: John Ross, who has several partners and is involved in other ventures, such as The Change Program
which helps prisoners.

against him. Ross said he was also the
victim of an ambitious district attorney
who wanted to put him behind bars. He
spent 72 hours in j ail. Ross said the problem was straightened out and the charges
dropped. But Ross' reputation and confidence were hurt by the experience. He
had to find a way to restore his reputation and regain confidence.

The Background: Ross, who grew up in
Reading, Pa., went into business in 1977
with his father in insurance and real estate
sales. Three years later, he joined his father-in-law in an exterior remodeling company that sold siding, roofing and other
similar products to homeowners. Ross later
formed J. Ross Development, which purchased and rehabilitated residential property before selling it for a profit.

The Problem: Ross had a business disaster in 1987 which resulted in his arrest
on fraud charges. He was .arrested after
borrowing money for his business with a
90-day note. Ross believed he would
have to pay only interest, but the holder
of the note demanded both principal and
interest when it came due. Ross did not
have the money and was forced to file for
both Chapter 7 and 13 (business and personal) bankruptcy. Some of the investors
in the company believed he was pulling a
scam with their money and filed charges
12 Nevada Business Journal •
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The Solution: Ross moved to Atlanta to
get a fresh start and went into business
with a new partner, real estate developer
Bill Taaffe. Taaffe, an experienced developer who was involved in major ventures
with Chicago Bulls' owner Jerry Reinsdorf, took Ross "under his wing" and
taught him new facets of the real estate
business. Ross' real estate consulting activities thrived. He focused on teaching
clients how to make residential lease-purchase arrangements. This concept allows
people who want to buy a home, but lack
the funds, to lease the property while they
are seeking financing. The concept can be
advantageous to both buyers and sellers.
Six years ago, Ross moved his operation
to Las Vegas. The mild climate was one of
the reasons for the move, but he also wanted to be closer to Los Angeles because he
was involved in producing a children's educational program which appeared on television in Southern California.

Ross ' professional life has expanded beyond real estate since his 72 hours in jail.
He was surprised at what he saw behind
bars and found a new mission in life. He
saw potential in the prisoners he met and
believed he could do something for them.
"I thought it was going to be a horrifying experience, but it wasn't," Ross said.
"It was the exact opposite of the way the
media portrays it. My feeling was, if I
ever get out of this, I'm going to do
something for these guys."
He launched the non-profit "The
Change Program" which makes presentations inside federal prisons . He was made
an "Honorary Warden" at the U.S. Penitentiary in Atlanta in 1992 and won a
Presidential Service Award three years
later for his efforts in helping prisoners.
He has spoken at many detention facili ties, including the Spring Mountain Youth
Camp in Southern Nevada.
Ross encourages inmates to change
their behavior so they can be more productive in prison and when they get another opportunity in the outside world.
"The typical inmate lacks discipline,"
he said. "I try to encourage them to use
their brains to get out of a situation instead of physical means. They have to
learn to change their thinking and perspective so they can change their lives."
Up to now, Ross ' program has been a
one-man show. He is now working with
business people in other communities and
is developing a manual so others can take
part in the program. He hopes to lure nationally known motivational speakers
such as Stephen Covey and Anthony
Robbins to talk to inmates.
Meanwhile, he is continuing with his
real estate consulting activities. His latest
venture is a plan, in partnership with former Globetrotter Clyde Austin, to franchise
his lease purchase business nationally. He
also plans to move his operation from the
Hughes Center to the Legacy Business
Center in Green Valley later this year.
"You get to find out what you're made
of," he said of his comeback in life. "When
the wind gets knocked out of you, you just
•
have to rebuild your strength."

EXECUTIVES ON THE

ing manager, responsible for the company's Web site and for drafting policies and
procedures. Medovich formerly owned
and operated Bankerspen, LLC, a banking
consulting firm . The bank also appointed
Cathy E. Swadklns to serve as vice president/loan department manager. She has
been with BankWest for two years, and
formerly worked for Silver State Bank.
BANKING

& fiNANCE

.S. Bank recently _announced three appointments: Thomas Groebe has been
named managing director of
the bank's private financial
services department. Groebe's
27 years in the banking industry provide him with an extenGroebe
sive background in credit approval and administration, financial and
problem loan management and branch
banking. The new vice president and commercial banking manager for U.S. Bank's
Southern Nevada commercial banking
group is Lori Soren. Soren, who joined U.S.
Bank in 1992, has more than 20 years of
bankjng experience. Susan MaHhlessen
Lydon has been named vice president and
relationship manager with U.S. Bank's
Southern Nevada commercial banking
group. She brings more 20 years of experience to the position.

U

Wayne Yew, president and CEO of Clark
County Credit Union for 14 years, has
been re-elected chairman of the board of
directors for the SUMMIT Client Group. The
group is made up of credit uruon clients
of SUMMIT Information Systems, whlch
provides software technology to credit
unions throughout North America.
Jeannie Robertson, vice president of Silver State Bank, now .
manages the bank's newest
branch at 4200 E. Sunset
Road in Green Valley, whlch
Robenson
opened in May. Robertson, a
banking veteran with more than 24 years
of experience, has been a part of Silver
State Bank since it was founded in 1996.
BankWest ol Nevada recently hired Brent
Medovlch as vice president/electronic bank14 Nevada Business Journal •
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First Independent Bank ol
Nevada, based in Reno, has
appointed Michele Trombly as
.vice president of commercial
lending. Trombly began her
Trombly
career with Pioneer Citizens
Bank of Nevada and has experience in real
estate lending and management.
BUSINESS SERVICES

esources Connection has announced the
appointment of Diane Radunz as director of accounting and finance. With more
than 20 years of experience in the areas of
accounting and finance, Radunz will aid
the company in recruiting experienced
professionals to serve clients on a project
or interim basis .

R

Chavez & Koch, CPA's Ltd. recently announced that Michael Byrnes, CPA, has
joined the firm as its tax manager. A graduate of Notre Dame University, Byrnes
previously worked with BDO Seidman in
Atlanta. Janice Smith, CPA will head the
accounting and audit practices for the
firm and has become a shareholder. She
previously held the title of manager in its
accounting department.
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

T

he Economic Development Authority lor
Esmeralda and Nye Counties recently appointed Gordon Froman of Pahrump to serve
as its executive director. Froman, a retired
Navy officer, has been managing the Yucca
Mountain information office in Pahrump.

The Northern Nevada Development Authority
has elected its board of directors for 20002001. New officers are: president, Cole

Smith; vice president, Ed Shaw; secretary,
Jeannie Hadlock; treasurer, Brian Colodny;
and past president, Greg Nixon.
EDUCATION

T

he Board ol Regents of the University and
Community College System ol Nevada
(UCCSN) recently approved the appointment of two new interim vice chancellors
and an interim assistant vice chancellor.
Daniel G. Miles will be the interim vice
chancellor for finance and administration.
He previously served as the senate fiscal
analyst for the Nevada State Legislative
Counsel Bureau. Dr. Sherwin Iverson will
serve as the interim vice chancellor for
academic and student affairs; Iverson was
formerly the associate vice chancellor.
Christine Chairsell has been selected to
serve as the interim associate vice chancellor for academic and student affairs, replacing Iverson. Chairsell joined UCCSN
in 1995 and most recently was provost of
the Charleston Campus.
GOVERNMENT

&LAw

L

as Vegas estate planning attorney
Jeffrey L. Burr has been recognized by
UNLV President Carol Harter as the recipient of the UNLV Foundation's prestigious
Chairman's Award. The head of Jeffrey L.
Burr and Associates has worked with the
foundation for 10 years, assisting it
raising over $10 million in donations.

PaUV Blakeman, a former executive director
of the Clark County Bar Association,
has joined the State Bar ol
Nevada as its director of communications. Before joining
the Nevada Bar, Blakeman
worked at the West Group, a
legal publishing company
based in Minnesota.
Rosemarie L. Martinez has joined the law
firm of Mainor & Harris and will represent
homeowners in the firm's construction
defect department. Martinez, a native
Nevadan who graduated from UNLV, has
lectured on insurance coverage issues for

construction defect litigants for the Clark
County Bar Association.

(USA), where he was vice president and
division manager.

&

Dennis Bryan, P.E., has joined Converse Consultants, a geotechnical and environmental

HEALTHCARE
INSURANCE

he Jimmy PeHyjohn Group (JPG) has
announced the appointment of Timothy J.
Hartwick Jr. as manager of workers' compensation and commercial insurance for the
company's risk management division . Las
Vegas-based JPG specializes in benefits,
human resources and risk management.

T

MEDIA&
COMMUNICATIONS

R

&R Partners, a Las Vegasbased marketing communications firm, recently announced two appointments.
Dale Erquiaga has been named
corporate director of public
Erqulaga
relatio ns, and will oversee
all public relations for the
agency. Erquiaga formerly
served as director of the Nevada Department of Museurns, Library and Arts. Jackie
Kohorst
Kohorst has been named director of account
services and will lead strategy development, annual planning and client service
for the agency's advertising accounts.
With 17 years of experience, she carne to
R&R from Powers and Associates.
NON-PROFIT

engineering consulting firm. With over 28
years' experience in Nevada, Bryan will
serve as principal geologic engineer working out of the firm 's Reno office.

ProHome, a nationwide thirdparty warranty service company, has named Don Purdue
general manager for the Las
Vegas division. Purdue was
formerly director of land dePurdue
veloprnent and director of warranty service for Rhodes Homes.
McCarthy Construction has promoted Alan D. Johnson to vice
president, Nevada client services for the firm's southwest
division. Johnson joined the
Johnson
company in 1998 with theresponsibility for leading business development and marketing efforts in Nevada.
The Southern Nevada Chapter of
the National Association ol In-

dustrial and Dlllce Properties
(NAIOP) has hired its first
full-time executive director.
Micki Johnson will also serve
Johnson
as the chapter's local media and municipal
spokesperson. Johnson brings more than
30 years of experience to the position.

ohn McNeil, executive director of the
American Heart Association In Nevada, re-

ICON Real Estate Companies, Inc. announced
Gloria Buonaccorsi has been promoted to

tired on June 30 after a 29-year career devoted to fighting heart disease and stroke.

chief financial officer. She has been with
the firm since 1995 . Ivan Ishihara, who has
been in the commercial real estate field
since 1979, has been hired as project manager for ICON Development Partners.

J

REAL ESTATE

& DEVELOPMENT
aul Robinson, whose indus-

P

try career spans 23 years in
bridge, excavation, civil and
concrete construc.t ion , has
been named president of
American Asphalt & Grading
Robinson
Company. He comes to the Las Vegasbased firm from Walter Construction

TECHNOLOGY

J

TRAVEL & TOURISM

0

fficial s at Anchor Gaming recently
announced two appointments: Dave
Johnson, the new general counsel of Anchor Gaming, served from
1995 to 2000 as the general
counsel and senior vice president of Alliance Gaming
Corporation. Mick Roemer has
been promoted to senior vice
Roemer
president and general manager of its
Anchor Games Subsidiary.
A long-time executive with

Coast Resorts, David D. Ross, will
serve as vice president/ general
manager of the new Suncoast
Hotel & Casino, scheduled to
open in Las Vegas in the fall of
Ross
2000. Ross has been with Coast Resorts
since 1982, and most recently served as the
general manager of the Barbary Coast.

CVI Technology, which provides products
and services to the vending industry, has
announced the appointment of Gwen Carrington to the position of marketing and
communications director. She formerly
held positions with Channel 3 and Channel 10 in Las Vegas. VendingData.com, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of CVI, appointed Dean BarneH as vice president of its
sales division. Before joining the company in 1998, Barnett was the national sales
manager for Shuffle Master. Caslnovations
has announced the appointment of Bob
Pletrosanto as the new president of the
company, another CVI subsidiary. Pietrosanto formerly served as director of
North American sales .
William J. Noonan was recently named
the 2000 Gaming Professional ol the Year by
the Casino Management Association. Noonan,

ohn Jordan has been ap-

pointed vice president of
marketing for Computer Plus, a
computer networking firm
based in Southern Nevada.
Jordan brings more than 20

years of marketing and management experience to the firm and serves on the Membership Retention Committee for the
Nevada Development Authority.

Jordan

vice president and general manager of Fitzgeralds Casino & Holiday Inn in downtown Las Vegas, was recognized for his
contributions to the gaming industry. •
July 2000 •
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N

o man is an island. Neither is a
state, though sometimes it might
feel that way for Nevadans. We are
a population that has grown used to
high times. Economic growth defines our
economy as well as our challenges. Dire
warnings and predictions don ' t faze us,
moderation is anathema, we are a state of
excess in a state of grace. At least for now.
Lately Nevada's economy has begun to
slow. Of course, by "slow" we mean it is
not growing as fast as we have come to expect. Two primary reasons seem to account for this. First, the Federal Reserve
has raised interest rates six times in the last
year or so in hopes of slowing the national
economy and thus preventing a recession.
The Fed looks for a growth rate of 2 percent to 3 percent, figuring such a rate is
sustainable for long periods of time. Nevada has doubled that percentage more than
once. According to Bob Kasner, senior vice

The second factor leading to the slowdown is a decrease in overall construction
activity. Over the last few years, the building trades were kept busy with the construction of several new hotel-casinos in
Southern Nevada. Now that these projects
are completed and no new large-scale building is planned, the dollar volume of construction is expected to abate. "Basically,
we are not in as good a shape as we were
last year, but then, last year was a really
good year," Kasner says. "We have simply
slowed down a little from a very high rate."
Yes, things are still good, but Nevada
has never been recession-proof, despite
. that term's local popularity. "I've been
here 23 years," says Kasner, "and I've
seen tough times in the early 1980s and
again in the 1990s. Both times, the national economy slowed down and it definitely
affected us." Cargill says what is happening right now in Nevada is a mirror image

president and portfolio manager for
Paragon Asset Management Company, retail sales have been negative for two
months in a row compared to last year. Yet,
unemployment remains remarkably low.
The increase in taxable sales or gaming
revenues com-pared with the rate of inflation shows the state growing less rapidly,
according to Tom Cargill, professor of economics at the University of Nevada, Reno.

of what is happening nationwide. an
where the economy is teetering. ''The
tion is on the cusp of a lowdown or recession," he says, and Nevada teeters ., 1
it. Dr. Keith Schwer, director of the Ce ter for Business and Economic Re ear
and a professor of economic at the U versity of Nevada, La Vegas. warn
the major short-term categorie to be
lowed, and followed clo ely. are the
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slow the rate of expansion

remains a threat. th
Northern
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And that means Nevada. As long as we
remain dependent on tourism, we are sensitive to the almighty credit card.
But is Nevada's reliance on tourism
changing? Should it change? Economic diversity has been debated in Nevada for
decades. Schwer says Nevada is the least diversified of all the 50 states, yet he sees it as
a long-term issue. "So long as we have a
healthy gaming economy," he says, "diversification is not nearly that important. But
as gaming continues to spread, its importance goes up significantly." Kasner agrees,
saying we should diversify. But the fact is,
we haven't had a diversified economy, and
yet the economy has remained strong.
Cargill hopes the spread of gaming will
force Nevada to diversify. "The gaming
[industry ]limits economic diversification,
and has no interest in [promoting] a
diversified economy. Yet it dominates our
political scene," he says, "I think Nevada
would be better off with a little more competition." Thomas thinks a lack of diversification could seriously hurt the north, but
not so much the south. "It's important to
have other layers and other industries in
the region," he says. "It's a huge burden of
responsibility to have gaming supplying
all the jobs in the state."
However, an educated workforce is necessary for diversification to occur. Education is critical, especially when it comes to
recruiting. We need to build worker skill
levels. "When we recruit companies,"
says Thomas, "what we hear about the
most is educating our labor force."
So where does that leave Nevada in the
coming years? No one knows for sure.
Cargill is not terribly optimistic about the
state's next few years, but that does not
necessarily mean recession. And any slowdown will not blindside us. "These things
happen very slowly," he says. What might
take us by surprise is the speed in which
gaming spreads in C::_llifomia. "I don' t
think people realize how fast it's going to
happen. But I have full faith and confidence that Nevada will survive, and, in the
long run, be better for it because it will reduce the role of gaming in the state."
Schwer is guar,ded, but hopeful. "In the
fi ve- or 10-year window," he says, "I suspect it would be reasonable to believe there
might be a recession and that could have
some measured impact. But overall, if the
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economy continues over that period to have
the fairly robust activity it has for the last
five or 10 years, we'll be doing pretty well.
There still remains a very bright outlook."
Part of that reason may lie in the unique
draw of gaming. As Thomas says, "When
things are good, people come and spend
money. When things are bad, they need an
outlet. Either way we seem to benefit."
Kasner knows the state and fi gures it
will continue as it has been. "We've experienced rapid growth and slow growth ,
never zero growth or a contraction like
the rest of the country. We're going to
continue to grow," though double-

digit increases may be a thing of the past.
Thomas, as well as Tony Dazzio, executive manager for business planning and
growth for Nevada Power, lives wi th cautious optimism. "My whole life I remember hearing 'how long can it go on?' but it's
still going on," he says. "People want to
prepare themselves for the other shoe to
drop." That's not a bad thing. Keeping the
economy going strong takes work. We
need to work toward diversification and increase efforts to educate our workforce,
two things Dazzio feels are being done.
With any luck (and a lot of work) Nevada
will remain a state of amazing grace. •
July 2000 •
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1·800-Healthcare
Spoon, the trick is to make the transitions
as smooth as possible. "Anyone who reaches our health system is someone we can
transfer to the appropriate person, oftentimes in a different building or miles away,
without their knowledge. The trick is to
make it as seamless as possible. We don' t
want to lose that opportunity with the customer." That is an impressive feat considering there are 5,400 extensions to manage.
And to help implement that objective,
Washoe has installed a fiber optic network,
sharing utility poles around Reno and even
performing underground work. It has
meant a $2 million investment in software
and infrastructure. "The local telephone
provider couldn' t meet our growing needs,
so we went out and learned telecommunications and provided our own service,"
said Spoon. Washoe began looking at the
possibility in 1984 when the industry underwent deregulation. The investment has
subsequently lowered their rates and improved both accessibility and reliability.
"We see communications as a very crucial
issue," he said. "During the past two years
alone, our growth has jumped from 1.5
million to 2 million-plus callers." Spoon
says keeping pace with technology is the
biggest challenge he faces .
Thankfully, there are companies such as
Janeva Interactive in Las Vegas which
specialize in developing business applications for the Internet. According to company president Bert Levins, there have
been significant changes in the way doctors, hospitals and pharmaceutical companies interface. "Doctors are going to be
able to log-in and request drugs or samples, putting them closer to pharmaceutical companies and creating a real time atmosphere." As a result, delivery and sales
will become more responsive and efficient, driving down acquisition costs. "In
the end, it will make pharffiaceutical companies more competitive," said Levins.
At present, there are pharmaceutioal
companies with Web data bases providing
clients with such information as their copay amount, where they can get prescriptions filled, the ingredients in their medication, what drugs they can get and the
prescription 's cost. Ultimately, it allows
the company to become closer to the end

In the future, people will log
on and determine whether
they will have an allergic
reaction to a drug. There
will even be HMO cards that
hookup to a disk drive to
allow doctors access to a
patient's records while
maintaining total privacy.
user. In the future, people will log on and
determine whether they will have an allergic reaction to a drug. There will even be
HMO cards that hookup to a disk drive to
allow doctors access to a patient's records
while maintaining total privacy. "Novell
has this type of product right now - it's a
smart card technology that cannot be
replicated," explained Levins. "If someone were to get in an accident, the doctor
could swipe the card and discern all the
vital health information immediately."
Another technology involves digital
imaging of x-rays and health charts. Ideally, doctors would be able to e-mail the images to one another around the world.
There is also real-time video technology
showing surgeries, and facilitiating conferencing. "The lines between technology and
telephones have become more and more
blurred," explained Matt Brazier, chief
technology officer for Sierra Health Services. "We set up interfaces for that information to be fed over an integrated voice
response (IVR) platform. I think it's important that the IVR database and Internet technology all become one data source."
However, differences between the two
remain: The telephone is immediately accessible to everyone, whereas the Internet
is still a relatively new technology. "They
are two platforms we have to support,"
said Brazier. "The adoption rate for the
telephone is higher, while the Internet is
just getting off the drawing board for
many businesses."
Sierra Health has made a tremendous
commitment towards consistently upgrading and improving its telecommunications . "We wanted something that

could handle double our current volume.
Without customer service, we're nothing," said Anne Smith, Sierra's director of
telecommunications. That meant doubling the number of telephone ports to access Sierra Health 's data information, as
well as updating the software.
With 60,000 calls per week and 200,000
members, Sierra Health routes requests to
13 clinical locations throughout Southern
Nevada. The company has one number for
scheduling and an alternate number for additional member services. There is also a
number staffed by a telephone nurse 24
hours a day. "All of our member service
calls are answered with our IVR. It allows
callers to retrieve information from a database through the telephone touch pad," said
Kerry Engleshart, administrator of Sierra's
call center. "The information callers can
access includes whether they are eligible
for healthcare benefits, or, if membership
has been terminated, the effective date of
the termination. It can also provide co-payment information, lab and x-ray payments,
and offer an itemized list."
Sierra even features a point-of-service
prodw;;t, where callers can receive a fax
confirmation for every number entered
through the telephone. Engleshart says it
has been more popular among physicians
than among members. In particular, it has
been helpful with claims inquiries or deductible information . Additionally, Sierra
has an intelligent call queue; if someone
wants to speak to a Sierra Health staffer,
call queue tells the caller how long the
wait will be. In the meantime, the member
can pre-enter account information so !he
operator can have it on the screen by the
time they talk.
In a growing healthcare market, the
telephone can service clients at their convenience, providing a myriad of turnkey
services. It cuts human resource costs for
healthcare providers, while acting as an
ambassador to their customers . The technology speeds things up, avoiding superfluous questions and travel time. Now,
more than ever, people can reach out and
touch someone from the comfort of their
own home. But perhaps more importantly,
it avoids any undue trips to the doctor's
waiting room.
•
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the remaining exposures so the business is
not at risk of a lawsuit.
When choosing an insurance carrier (or
carriers), it is wise to shop around. WillardRoss suggests requesting referrals from associates in similar businesses and asking
friends which insurance company they use.
Be sure to inquire if they are happy with
their carrier, whether or not they've had
claims settled, and if the settlements
seemed prompt and fair. Interview several
different agents and brokers.
Woodruff says the most important components of an insurance firm are financial
strength and size. "Outside of that," he says,
"insurance companies are becoming interchangeable for coverage (except in construction - you need to be careful with policy exclusions there). The bells and whistles
of the policies are basically the same."
George Lonas, senior vice president of
Employers Insurance Company of Nevada, agrees, noting that a company's financial stability says a lot about its ability to
pay future claims. But service is important
too. There are a lot of "niche" carriers that
may specialize in the needs of a particular
type of business . Such a company's familiarity with these specialized needs can
lead to quicker claims filing and settlements, as well as a stronger grasp of risks
and risk management associated with a
particular industry. But when looking at
niche markets, a business owner should
make sure the insurance carrier is committed to that niche, that it has been involved with it for a few years and will not
be pulling out soon.
Pricing is also important and can be affected by the agent's or broker's thoroughness. The best insurance representatives
offer a thorough review of corporate needs
to ensure complete coverage, but without
overlap or unnecessary components. The
business owner should n~t be too hurried
in trying to get to the bottom line, however. He or she should spend the time to thoroughly evaluate whether all the company's
insurance needs are adequately met.
Willard-Ross points out that too many
business owners do not take the time to get
educated on their policies, and so end up
with incomplete or duplicated coverage, or
coverage the business simply does not need.
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Insurance
An owner should read the policy thoroughly and be sure he or she understands it completely. The time to ask questions is during
the signing phase, not the claiming phase.
Waiting for the water to rise above kneelevel before asking about flood insurance is
not a sound business practice.
Another common mistake is underreporting in hopes of saving money. Insurance is not the place to scrimp. WillardRoss says, "Some businesses think 'if I
report all my exposures at 100 percent, it's
going to cost too much,' so they underreport inventory or income, and then when
they have a claim they only get a percentage of what they should have received.
Trying to be cheap often costs them."
Once an agent or broker is selected, the
company should not give up control. Even
if a business owner is happy with an insurance company, it can pay to periodicall y
shop around . "Our business is a relationship business," says Woodruff, "but every
few years, they should shop their program
around with other agents to see what is out
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there. Mistakes are caught, coverage is improved and the atmosphere of competition
is healthy. It sharpens our skiJJs."
Competition is the name of the game.
Even workers' compensation carriers have
had their skills sharpened lately. According to Lonas, with the advent of privati zation, the number of carriers leapt from one
to over 230 in the last year. During that
fi rst year of competi tion, all insurance
companies were mandated by the State
Legislature to charge the same rates. That
restriction ended July l , 2000. After that
date, a 15 percent deviation from the standard rate is allowed, giving insurance
companies more room to compete by
allowing them to bid up to 15 percent
higher or lower than one another. In 2002,
open ratings begin and workers' comp becomes a truly free market. The insurance
commissioner recentl y implemented a
rate increase across the board for policies, averaging about 6.5 percent. This
means overall costs have gone up, but it
is industry-specific, with some indus-

tries getting a decrea e. orne an increase.
"Competition alway bring quality,"
says Lonas. "It brings quality products and
services to employers ... V illard-Ro also
points out the benefits of the new open
market. "There are a lot more choice ." she
says, "a lot more freedom... Employees
have always been concerned \\ith acce to
adequate healthcare. and it i debatable
whether or not acce has improved with
competition . Willard-Ro believe it has,
with broader acce and a larger selection
of doctors from which to boo . Lonas
says these factors depend entirely on
the
which provider net\vork · hired.
market continue to open and indu try
competition harpens. the answers may
become more clear.
Woodruff ay ompetition has greatly
improved the worke · compensation ystem. More er.ices are o ered. and a larger number of quali~ healthcare professionals are delh·erin-= Lhose ervices.
"Overall ." he
- created a very

•

by Tony IIIia
pending time in a doctor's waiting
room can be an ugly, unpleasant experience. Typically they are overcrowded, stuffy places filled with bad
magazines, screaming children and, worst
of all, sick people. If asked, most fo lks
would rather not spend time there. Unfortunately, there has never been a choice- if
you felt sick or had a question, off yo u
went. But today, thanks to some sophisticated telephones, things are changing.
For instance, St. Mary's Network in
Reno has implemented an "Internet protocol" (IP) telephony system, which connects the telephone to their database.
"Someone can call in and access their
HMO and discover which doctors are covered by their plan, or check on their account status," said Tom Donohue. His consulting firm services St. Mary 's elaborate
communications network. "The IP telephony gives people the option of scheduling
an appointment or asking a medical question over the phone." The system is set up
to handle calls 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. While it is primarily an automated
service, there is an option for those who
still wish to talk to an actual person.
In addition to the IP technology, St.
Mary 's has a phone system connecting the

S

Top : Jeff Nelson, telecommunications technician,
works on a maze of cables that comprises Washoe
Health System 's telephone system infrastructure.
Above: Marie Wright, Health Hotline consulting
nurse assistant, answers an inquiry at Washoe
Health System's Health Hotline call center
Photos: Stuart Murtland
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main hospital to its atellite
. "A
o Cardoctor or nurse in Reno could
son City by dialing a four-di.::: · e:nension," Donohue said. The internal phone
networking has allowed for impro,·ed
routing, such as transferring calls. and better communications. including tel onferencing. A future technology ill enable
"smart chip" phone to plug into St.
Mary's system fro m any phone jack and
be connected to its network.
"St. Mary's has made a big commitment
in its telecommu nications y tern.'' said
Donohue. "They have made it a priority."
And with good reason. The hospital feels
telecommunications provide yet another
avenue to improve customer relation . Furthermore, it has freed up a con iderable
amount of manpower which St. Mary's has
been able to direct to other service . It has
also enabled them to handle more calls.
With 2 million calls per month. Washoe
Health System in Reno understands the impmtance of telecommunications all too
well . "We mai ntain at least 10 miles worth
of wiring," said Eugene Spoon, Washoe's
manager of telecommunications. "We employ a hub and spoke system." Their system, similar to St. Mary 's, has a center that
extends to 18 satellite sites. According to

n today's highly litigious society,
insurance for a business is not a luxury but a necessity. Not having the
proper coverage could lead to fines,
lawsuits, loss of time, loss of employees,
loss of profits, even loss of the entire company. But what insurance does a business
need? How does a company judge which
policy is right for its needs? The answers,
like those to so many questions, lie in
experts and education.
What specific insurance coverage a business needs depends principally on the type
of business. But according to Peggy
Willard-Ross, insurance examiner for the
Nevada Division of Insurance, all companies should have commercial general liability to assure protection of thir~ parties. This
may take the form of a business owner's
policy, which includes some main parts of
the general liability coverage plus property ,
coverage (including medical for injuries
sustained on the company's property). This
policy allows the business owner to fit together policy pieces that match that company's particular exposures.
If the company has employees, it will
need employee liability insurance (work-

I
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ers' compensation). If a business offers
employee programs such as retirement,
employers benefit insurance is needed to
satisfy federal requirements that the
money a business owner withholds from
employees goes to the proper agency or
company. If vehicles are rented or leased,
business non-owned auto insurance is
handy, as is standard auto insurance for
owned vehicles. Optional benefits offered
to employees may require health, dental,
vision, mental health insurance or any
combination of these. Tim Woodruff, account executive at The Leavitt Insurance
Agency, says it is important to take into
account the makeup of a business. Additional policies which may be needed include: coverage for equipment away from
the business premises, employment practice liability (protecting against discrimination, wrongful termination and sexual
harassment suits) ~nd additional limits of
liability (an umbrella policy).
Willard-Ross says it is important for a
company to look at potential exposures in
detail and conduct a risk assessment before even approaching an insurance agent
or broker. Business owners need to look at

operation, exposure to
of the building. and llO'\\ !he operations
work. This is ri k manag menL For example: if there is a fire or .flood. ill computer
data be retrievable? A · , management
expert may recommend that opies of vital
data or documen be ored off site, to
h an occurrence.
lessen the impact of
a bu iness owner
Risk management all
to take matters into his or her own hands
and stop a lot of exposures before anything
happens. It includes keeping data backed ,
up, and walking through the ite every six
months identifying potential hazards (even
those as small as a frayed carpet).
Willard-Ross ay the mo t important
thing business OY.'Ders can do is educate
themselves about insurance. "It bas been
assumed that a busine owner is going to
be more educated," he ays, "but many
times they are not." She uggests an owner
may even want to take a basic risk management course. A good insurance agent
or broker will walk through the business
with the owner and identify steps to minimize exposures. He or she can also provide suggestions on how to insure against

---
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BY MI CHAEL HENDERSON
he market for office space in
Nevada has been on the rise in recent
years and is currently doing extremely
well. Two trends have emerged in Nevada,
both based on availability and quality of
labor, cost of living, taxes and proximity to
California's Los Angeles and San Francisco
Bay areas. High-tech companies are moving
to Reno to cut operating costs and cost of
living expenses. In Las Vegas, customer service centers and call centers are renting expansive office facilities and recruiting large
numbers of employees from the region.
These are trends have been established
over the past few years and show every sign
of continuing through 2001.

T

L A S V E G A.S
he most active office market segment in
the Las Vegas Valley is Class C, what de- ,
velopers and Realtors commonly refer to as
flex space. "We're getting a tremendous
amount of call centers anq customer service
centers that have high-parking, back-office
requirements," says Tom Stilley of Colliers
International. Users require 20,000 to 50,000
square feet on average. Larger back-office

T
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facilities (100,000 square feet and more) are
being leased by companies such as Progressive Insurance, Harrah's, Ford Motor Credit
and Avery Dennison Paper.
Class C/flex buildings are typically constructed using stick-and-stucco or tilt-up
concrete methods. These buildings are
specifically designed to provide workspace for large numbers of people and also
accommodate complex telecommunications systems, including large packages of
telephone lines and Internet connections.
Usually, existing buildings in established
areas can't fulfill these requirements, thus
creating demand for newer developments.
Parking is a big issue with these companies due to the people-intensive facilities
they operate. As many as five to 10 cars
per thousand square feet of office space
are typically required. Specifications like
these effectively push such businesses into
newer areas and developments built with
increased parking in mind.
Companies are moving to Las Vegas because of the economic incentives it offers
compared to other market areas such as
Phoenix, Salt Lake City and Sacramento.
"We've been able (here in Southern Neva-

da) to attract companies that recognize
both corporate and personal income tax
here are nonexistent," says Tim Snow of
Thomas and Mack Developments. Lower
taxes, living costs and rental rates provide
a favorable environment for business, in
contrast with California, where rent, red
tape and taxation are high.
Las Vegas has an excellent and expanding labor base. "What's really the key is our
labor base. Because of the hospitality industries, [Las Vegas employees] are used
to dealing with the public," says Stilley. Las _
Vegas can offer high-quality labor from existing local residents, as well as from the
influx of people moving to the area. According to Snow, roughly 5,000 people per
month take up residence in Las Vegas.
Snow is chair of the Nevada Development
Authority's Comprehensive Labor Survey.
This survey determines the characteristics
and skills of the growing labor force.
Above: Tfwmas & Mack Development's
McCarran Center located adjacent to
McCarran International Airport.
Building Nevada Cover: Tfwmas &
Mack's Eastgate Plaza in Henderson.

"Companies have been very satisfied with
the quality of labor they're able to hire
here," Stilley says.
The market for Class A buildings in Las
Vegas is stable but not in high demand.
"Class A that's built is absorbed and it does
lease," says Stilley. "It's just that the demand for it with the price differential is not
as consistent as the demand for the backoffice." Prices for Class A buildings are on
average 25 percent higher than other building options. Often Class A is desired by
such high-profile businesses as large financial corporations, stock brokerages, banks
and major law firms.
Class A represents around 18 percent to
20 percent of the office building inventory,
according to Snow. Most exists in The
Hughes Center and the Pauls Corporation's new project downtown. Las Vegas
Class A products are new buildings with
superior architecture, construction and
appointments, though not necessarily
three stories or higher as would be a strict
definition of Class A in other markets. In
contrast, Class B buildings are usually
older steel-frame structures. The Hughes
Center is currently the largest and most
successful master-planned Class A facility
in the Las Vegas area.

REN0
eno has recently caught the interest of
fiber-optic users. In particular, the completion of the Williams Fiber Line in Reno
has attracted the attention of many telecom-related companies. John Pir\iuv of
Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group
states, "Reno is now in the position to be
connected throughout the world via the Internet because of these fiber lines." The
main line runs along Virginia Street including Downtown, Meadowood and the South
Meadows area. Meadowood and South
Meadows are currently high-growth areas,
in part because of this new technology.
Many fiber-optic users move to Reno '
from its high-rent California neighbors in
the Bay area and Silicon Valley. A lower
cost of living, decreased, lease rates and the
fact that Reno has one of the best telecommunications networks in the nation for
a city its size all serve to attract these businesses to the area. Pir\iuv defines two main

R

fiber-optics uses: telecom hotels and accounting/marketing divisions of fiber-optic
and Internet-related firms. Telecom hotels
house all the machinery and equipment
needed to link companies via the Internet.
The large office area required by telecom
hotels provides good rental revenue.
In many cases, Bay area companies
don't move their entire operation to Reno,
just distribution, manufacturing, assembly
and other divisions that aren't directly tied
to the technological atmosphere of Silicon
Valley. "They're saying, 'We don't need to
be in Silicon Valley (our people are not
high-tech necessarily) and yet we're paying these astronomical rents,'" says Tim
Ruffin of Colliers International of Reno. "It
just doesn't make sense." For instance,
Both ORACLE and SISCO have moved their
finance divisions to Reno.
Larger back-office and call center companies aren't moving to Reno mainly because of the labor base. With unemployment rates among Reno's relatively small
population currently below 4 percent,
these companies are unable to recruit the
large numbers of employees needed for
their business operations. "We do have the
call centers inquiring," says Pir\iuv, "and we
may end up landing a couple of those, but
we won't get as many as Las Vegas." Intermediate-sized call centers, usually around
25,000 to 30,000 square feet with parkingratio requirements between six-to-one and
10-to-one, generally fmd Reno an1enable.
Class A is a larger part of the market in
Reno as a result of the influx of high-tech
companies from the Bay area and the relatively small price differential between
building classes in the region.
Rental rates for Class A in Reno average
$1.70 to $1.80 per square foot. Comparable
space in San Jose and Silicon Valley costs
around $10 to $12 per square foot.
The South Meadows and Meadowood
areas of Reno are currently in high demand. South Meadows consists mainly of
Class A buildings, but also includes Class
B and Class C space. The Meadowood area
is also predominantly Class A, which Reno
defines as well-built, two-story, tilt-up concrete and steel frame buildings. Rental
rates range from $1.65 to $1.80 per square
foot with Meadowood properties running
10 cents higher than South Meadows.

Meadowood is the choice for companies
seeking business from local clients because of its proximity to restaurants, office
suppliers and local consumers. South
Meadows is favored by companies that target non-local clients. According to Ruffin,
almost all the companies operating outside
of Reno choose South Meadows because
the advantages of the Meadowood area are
not important to them.

PROJECTIONS
he market for office space in Las Vegas
should remain good throughout the rest
of this year and the beginning of 2001. F1ex
space for call center and back-office companies will continue to be in demand. According to Greg Griffin of NAI Americana
Commercial, Las Vegas is characterized by
an economic short-cycle which responds
slowly to and recovers quickly from economic down-turns compared to the rest of
the country. This is largely due to the gaming industry - a factor that will help keep
the Las Vegas market strong.
"It should be a balanced office market
by the end of the year," says Snow, "with
vacancy rates leveling off at 8.5 percent to
9 percent." As current office inventories
become occupied, build-to-suit activity
will increase. "That's just going to make it
a little tougher in competition with other
areas," says Snow, because of the importance of speed and timeliness to these
companies looking to come into the area.
The vacancy rate in Reno has dropped
from 13.2 percent at the end of 1999 to
around 10.2 percent by June. New construction completed at the end of 1999 is
now being occupied, and more new projects are scheduled for completion later
this year and early next year. Most of
Reno's new construction is tilt-up concrete, 30,000 to 80,000 square feet or larger. Rents in all Reno areas may increase by
five to 10 cents over last year.
"[The market] continues to be strong,"
says Ruffin, "and occupancy will be higher
than it's ever been in the past." High-tech
firms will continue to move operations to
the South Meadows area while local companies are attracted to Meadowood. The
forecast for Reno and Las Vegas markets
remains bullish into next year.
•
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by Tany IIlia
he recent U.S. Cens~ reconfinns
Nevada's status as the fastest
growing state in the nation during
the past 10 years. In addition, it led the
country in homebuilding from 1990 to
1999. All of ~evada's major cities have experiencetl unprecedented growth, with
shopping centers, housing tracts and commercial facilities sprouting up like desert
flowers after a spring rain. This tremendous growth has challenged state and local
agencies to keep up with demands for
more roads, utilities, water treatment, and
other basic infrastructure needs.

T

Southern Nevada

"What we're seeing is that the infrastructure is lagging well behind a
lot of the growth occurring throughout the
Las Vegas Valley," said Mike Pack, president of Frehner Constr'ilction. "There is a
II
lot of money being spent on infrastructure
by the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) and Clark County Public

Works. I see plenty of work coming in these
areas during the next three years. But beyond that, it is difficult to determine."
NDOT is allocating much of its resources
to modifying existing roads in order to handle the current traffic flow. Meanwhile,
Clark County is "both modifying existing
roads arid adding new ones. Much of the
county's attention has been focused on the
$1.5 billion, 53-mile Beltway, which will'
form two-thirds of a loop around the Las
Vegas Valley. Comprised of three connected segments (southern, western and northem), it is intended to bypass the county's
developed urban core while serving its
newly developing communities. Currently,
the southern segment (19.1 miles long) is
open, with the initial phase of the other two
segments slated for completion by 2003.
Pack anticipates a slowdown in casino
construction. The largest mega-resort project in Southern Nevada, the $1.3 billion
Aladdin, is slated to open August 17 and no
new projects have been officially announced. "If .the casino work does die off

a

little, then work on infrastructure will
pick-up the slack," he said.
Howdy Wells, immediate past chairman
of the Nevada Contractors Association,
agrees. "This is a strong year for infrastructure construction," he stated. "The release of Transportation Equities Act for
the 21st Century (TEA-21) money has allowed an increase in the budget for work
to be accomplished in the year 2000."
Major Southern Nevada projects include:
widening 1-15 near Sahara Avenue ($35
million); widening 1-15 toward Primm
($463 million); Beltway interchange I-215
and 515 ($40 million); and interchanges on
US 95 at Rainbow Boulevard ($13 million).
Wells expects that the cities of Henderson, Las Vegas and North Las Vegas will increase street rehabilitation projects as
roads begin to age. However, he anticipates
that the municipalities will begin fewer new
road projects, although roadwork within
city borders financed by NDOT and the federal government will continue. To a certain
degree, the slowdown in city-fmanced

Photo: Green VaUey Ranch, located on the southern joothiUs of the Las Vegas VaUey,
is being developed by American Nevada Corporation.
I

projects comes as a result of impact fees,
which require developers to build new
roads as part of their offsite improvements.
Wells does expect more water works projects in the future. "The Southern Nevada
Water Authority (SNWA) is soliciting bids on
a series of contracts for the northwest part
of Las Vegas and North Las Vegas this year,"
said Wells. "One reported amount puts this
program at about $80 million. This is the
last major series of water improvements on
the drawing board for SNWA at this time."
At present, the water authority is constructing a second water treatment facility, which
will enable it to treat 150 million gallons of
water per day. The $178 million first phase,
scheduled for completion in fall 2002, entails construction of six buildings over a
400-acre site in Henderson.
"It's an interesting time in Las Vegas,"
said Rick Smith, president of the National
Association of Industrial Office Properties
(NAIOP). "Three major playe have curtailed their activities in Southern Nevada."
The Howard Hughes Corporation will continue to develop the 22,500-acre masterplanned Summerlin community, but won't
be involved in a lot more office and industrial building, according to Smith. "Since
being acquired by Rouse," said Smith,
"Hughes appears to have backed off from
the industrial and office market. They are
much more interested in retail development." One Rouse retail project entails a
$200 million expansion of the Fashion
Show Man at Spring Mountain Road, along
the Las Vegas Strip. The undertaking,
which will begin later this summer, will add
over 1 million square feet to the existing facility, more than doubling its current size.
ProLogis Trust, the second developer
cited by Smith, has significantly curtailed
its projects in Southern Nevada due to a
strategic decision to funnel capital into Europe. The third, Dermody Properties of
Reno, has "essentially run out of dirt," said
Smith. "It is difficult to find affordable land '
anymore in the valley. You'll see more activity around the beltway, but land prices are
under tremendous pressure. The Beltway
will link Summerlin to the airport, the Strip
and Green Valley. The whole trip, among
the various points, can be made within 15
minutes," Smith said. "When the Beltway is

..
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actually done, that linkage will be very important for traffic patterns, service centers,
commercial centers and development."
One developer still extremely active in
Southern Nevada is American Nevada Corporation, which remains focused on completing its Green Valley development. The
master-planned 8,400-acre community
now serves as home to more than 45,000
residents in Henderson. American Nevada
is also continuing work on the 1,310-acre,
7,000-resident Green Valley Ranch. The
mixed-use facility has 775 acres of residential neighborhoods, 310 acres of retail and
more than 200 acres for such community
amenities as schools and parks.

Northern Nevada
ccording to Christopher Mann of CB
Richard Ellis in Reno, Northern Nevada's position as the distribution hub for the
West Coast has resulted in increased construction. "We can reach 80 percent of 11
western states overnight and the remaining 20 percent by the second day," said
Mann. "Transportation studies reconfirm
that Reno-Sparks is the ideal place for
storage and distribution." Indeed, the region is rapidly approaching 50 million
square feet of industrial properties with
another 3 million to 5 million square feet
slated to come online this year.
In March, the U.S. Customs Department
approved the expansion of a foreign trade
zone in the Reno-Sparks area from the current 64 acres to nearly 7,500 acres. The expanded trade zone, from three warehouses
to seven, was requested by the Economic'
Development Authority of Western Nevada
(EDAWN). It includes sites in Fernley,
Stead and the Tahoe-Reno Industrial Park
near the Tracy Power Plant east of Reno
on Interstate 80. The designation allows
domestic movement of foreign items to
take place as if the zone were outside the
United States. That means goods can remain in a free trade zone duty-free until domestic distribution.
"The expansion is an integral part of the
community's economic development package," said Russ Romine, president of Nevada Foreign Trade Services. "With the
Northern Nevada region continuing to

A
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emerge as a leading global distribution
point, foreign trade zone operations can
add additional value for firms engaged in
international trade, while also promoting
the growth of U.S. jobs," h,e said.
EDAWN's chief operating officer, Chuck
Alvey, said he's excited about the potential.
"By establishing the region as a primary distribution hub, we plant the seeds for larger
scale manufacturing and development," he
said. About $17 million worth of merchandise from 18 countries passed through the
zone last year, mostly electronic goods.
"Overall, 1999 was a record year with
only a 10 percent vacancy for industrial
properties," said Mann. "For the first quarter of 2000, there have been an additional
2 million square feet absorbed and vacancy rates dropped to 8.5 percent." Much of
that growth can be attributed to outlying•
areas such as Stead and Fernley, which
offer low land prices, larger parcels and
the necessary interstate access.
The 5,000-acre, 3.4 million-square-foot
Nevada Pacific Industrial Park being developed by Patti Wade in Fernley includes
the 322,000-square-foot Stanley Tools
Center, the 410,000-square-foot Quebecor
printing plant, 256,000-square-foot UPS
Logistics facility and a 6,000-square-foot
Amazon.com building. Anticipated buildout is set for 2005.
Mann maintains, however, that industrial
parks such as the South Meadows and Damonte Ranch in Reno will remain popular.
"Ultimately, it depends upon the end-user
and what will best complement his needs,"
he said. ProLogis Trust continues to develop
Damonte Ranch with such recent additions as a 600,000-square-foot custom building for Barnes and Noble and a 169,000square-foot speculative building. The 1,000acre, 33 ,000-square-foot South Meadows
Business Park serves as home to 60 buildings and continues to steadily expand.
In summary, experts predict construe.:"
tion of industrial warehouse properties will
persist in Northern Nevada, while to the
south, major infrastructure projects will try
to catch up with the region's growth. Ultimately, the varying scope and emphasis of
such ambitious endeavors will further
strengthen evada's robust economy while
ensuring residents' quality of life.
•
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Tri Partners Companies Unite
to Develop Damonte Ranch
Creating a cohesive community atmosphere
... even before the neighborhoods take shape

R

eno has always been a mixture of old
and new. Something about the open
spaces of the West seems to creep
into each new development. Business and
industrial parks spring up across the street
from pasturelands. An industrial park travels over unusable land across a mountaintop. And one of the newest master-planned
communities, Damonte Ranch, is forming
on almost 2,000 acres of a ce,ntury-old cattle and alfalfa ranch and, for now, cattle
still roam and alfalfa still grows. Build-out
for the project is planned to occur in 15 to
20 years under normal absorption rates.
The developers of the Damonte Ranch
are the managing members of the Nevada
Tri Partners, Inc. They represent the most

prominent, award-winning builder/developers in Northern Nevada and California Tri
Partners is comprised of three managing
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member entities: BDM Development, LLC,
DiLoreto South Truckee Meadows, Inc. and
Steamboat Creek Development, Inc. The
principals are Wes Bailey, Ed McGah and
Craig Dutton of Bailey McGah Homes, Perry
DiLoreto and Thomas DiLoreto of DiLoreto
Construction and Development and Robert
Lewis and Paul Curtis of Lewis Operating
Corp. This unique consortium has more
than a century of experience and has cumulatively developed and constructed more
than 10 million square feet of office, retail
and industrial properties, and over 100,000
single- and multi-family homes.
Damonte Ranch is a 1,962-acre masterplanned community meant for mixed use,
with 350 acres of commercial use, 1,162
residential acres, 173 acres of public facilities and 277 acres planned for open space
and green belts. Located at the southern

end of Reno, just before Mt. Rose Highway
and south of Double Diamond Ranch, Damonte Ranch was originally formed by the
consolidation of several smaller properties.
Irrigation was important throughout the
ranch's history for raising of wheat, oats,
barley, com and hay, and grazing cattle.
Today's water system for Damonte Ranch
is facilitated through a wholesale agreement between the Tri Partners Washoe
County and Sierra Pacific. But there was a
different sort of water consideration for
the developers early on which po ed a
major challenge. Getting the wetlands delineations and permits from the Army
Corps of Engineers took four years, a lot of
time and money. While one of the neighboring developments to the north is involved in a lawsuit regarding the wetlands,
the Tri Partners opted to work through the
process. In fact, company executives made
the decision not to start until they had addressed the technical aspec of development - hydrology and flood control studies, biological studies, anthropological and
historical studies.
"Wetlands is not a science, it' more of an
art," says Tri Partners principal Perry
DiLoreto. "You've got a strong group of determined people who want to preserve as
much of the land as they can and for good
reason, and you've got us trying to find
guidelines, to understand what's wetlands
and what isn't." The result of numerous citizens' advisory board (CAB) meetings and
the hiring of the best wetlands scientist
they could find resulted in the only one-onone mitigation plan in the region. For every
acre of wetlands developed, another will be
replaced on the ranch as opposed to the
usual agreement ratios of two, three, or
even four acres of wetlands replaced for
every one developed.
Citizens' advisory boards were also concerned about the potential impact of density, traffic and lighting, including an emerging concern in rural areas - light pollution.
The Tri Partners attended many meetings
with concerned citizens. "Controversy
comes from people being left out of the
process aJld not understanding what's
going on," says DiLoreto. "I don't know
how many CAB meetings we had with representatives from the county staff, and nobody was left out of the process." The up-

shot: after a year of meeting with the advisory boards, neighbors and county staff,
the public hearing process to approve the
specific master plan lasted 45 minutes.
"When I talk about how long it took to get
it approved," DiLoreto says, "I say it took
eight years, two months, three days and 45
minutes because of the public hearing."
One of the next challenges was getting
the US 395 interchange built, but in the end
a cooperative effort between Tri Partners,
Nevada Department of Transportation, the
Regional Transportation Commission and
Washoe County resulted in the new Damonte Ranch Parkway interchange. There
isn't a huge demand for the interchange
yet, but the involved entities decided to go
ahead with it rather than play catch up
with traffic problems later on. It's the same
logic behind starting Damonte Ranch
Parkway with the full six lanes - do it now,
get it out of the way and avoid serious traffic issues from the beginning.
The new Damonte Ranch High School

will open this fall on a 62-acre site donated
to the school district by the Damonte family.
"There's no better way to create a cohesive
community atmosphere than through your
schools. The addition of a new high school
early on - it will be there before many of the
homes -is like a magnet," says DiLoreto,
whose goal is to create a village-within-acommunity at Damonte Ranch.
Toward that end Damonte will include
the Town Center, intended to ensure that
residents don't have to travel far for services such as a post office, grocery stores
and light retail. Along with neighborhood
. shopping is the idea of creating job opportunities closer to where people live. "It's
state-of-the-art planning," says DiLoreto,
"and [builders in] Reno are trying to create
work opportunities closer to where residents live to eliminate commutes." With
people relocating from gridlocked areas
precisely for that reason, the notion is likely to be a popular move.
But there's a limit to how much industry

residents will tolerate next door. ProLogis
Trust, one of the premier industrial developers worldwide, recently purchased approximately 86 acres of the development to
build the Damonte Ranch Corporate Center. Barnesandnoble.com, utilizing Reno's
central hub location for distribution to the
West Coast states, has chosen the Damonte
Ranch Corporate Center as the home of its
regional operations and distribution center,
locating its 600,000-square-foot facility on
the west side of US 395. The center, which
opened in April, will eventually employ 750
people. The distribution center is located
next to the freeway to reduce impact on
the neighborhood, and comprises most of
the industrial use of the land.
The principals of the Tri Partners Companies have made a long-term commitment to change the landscape of the
Damonte Ranch, preserving the best of
what nature has to offer while opening
up residential and business opportunities
for area residents.
•
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BUILDING

ICON Real Estate forms
property management firm
illiam A. Gaylor, President of ICON
Real Estate Companies, Inc., recently
announced the formation of ICON Property
Management Company. The company was ·
launched to service both client and inhouse demand for quality property management. Ginger Vyterna was named to
head the new enterprise, located at 2625
South Rainbow in Las Vegas.

W

SIENA fiTNESS CENTER UNDER CONSTRUCTION

he fitness center at Sunrise Colony's Siena community is scheduled for completion this fall. At nearly 16,ooo square fee t, it will contain a wei/ness center,
cardiovascular and weight equipment room and locker areas with sauna, steam and
massage rooms. The fitness center will also feature an indoor lap/activity pool and
therapy pool. Adjoining the fitness center will be a swimming pool, a tennis club with
four courts and bocci ball courts. Siena is a 667-acre active-adult community located
in the Summerlin master-planned community in northwest Las Vegas.

T

Groundbreaking held for
supported living complex
groundbreaking ceremony was held
on June 16 in Las Vegas for a new 24unit living complex for disabled Nevadans.
All units will be fully accessible and will
offer 24-hour access to supportive care services. Named for State Senator Ray Rawson, the Ray Rawson Villa will be one of
three affordable housing options in Clark
County for very low-income Nevadans with
physical and neurological disabilities. The
complex, developed by Accessible Space,
Inc., will receive approximately 1.6 million from the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development for construction,
with additional subsidies reserved for rent.
Construction of the complex at Spring
Mountain Road and Lindell Road is scheduled to begin in October, with completion
slated for June 2001.

A

ATI Title of Nevada to add
Henderson office
T1 Title has entered into a four-year
lease for 4,000 square feet of office
space located at 1389 Galleria Drive just
north of the Galleria Mall in Henderson. The
new location will house three escrow units
employing 12 to 15 people. ATI currently
employs more than 40 people in three
Southern Nevada locations.

A
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Juvenile Justice Facility
planned in Reno
he Washoe County Board of Commissioners has approved an agreement
with James R. Diaz Architect/KMD Justice
to complete architectural/engineering services for a new regional Juvenile Justice
Facility. The firm will develop the project
from site analysis and special-use permitting through design, construction and post
construction. Three locations in Reno are
being considered as possible sites for the
facility. Site evaluation by James R. Diaz
Architect/KMD Justice will include informational appraisals of the three parcels,
review of potential costs and creation of a
preliminary facility layout to assist planners in evaluating development costs for
each proposed site.

T

Stantec Consulting receives
Caltrans contract
tantec Consulting Inc. of Reno has secured a contract for one of the largest
California state pavement analysis studies
ever awarded to a private consulting firm.
The contract with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) requires
Stantec to research, evaluate and test a

S

state roadway inventory covering some
2,800 miles. The study is scheduled to
begin in September with completion
expected by spring 2001. Stantec's construction/quality control services group in
Reno is managing the project with participation from other Stantec locations, including its Las Vegas office.

UNR completes Student
Union addition
lark & Sullivan Constructors, a Renobased contracting and engineering
firm, recently completed a 10,000-squarefoot addition/remodel to the Jot Travis Student Union building at the University of
Nevada, Reno. Located on the UNR campus, the Student Union now contains
26,000 square feet of facilities for tudents
including a computer lab, game room, TV
lounge, the ASUN bookstore, AS auditorium, the Wolfs Den and the Cellar. Clark
& Sullivan has been building industrial and
commercial facilities in evada since 1975.

C

Ford Credit Center
on fast track
he new Ford Credit Regional Center in
Henderson is scheduled to open in October. The two-story structure, located at

T

the southeast comer of Interstate 215 and
Pecos Road, will cover approximately
110,000 square feet, with another 30,000
square feet reserved for future expansion.
It will employ 550 to 600 people handling
customer service for auto loans in a 12state area. JMA Architectural Studios was
responsible for the building design. Harris
Consulting Engineers designed the mechanical elements including HVAC and
plumbing, as well as the electrical systems,
which include miles of cabling, power
lines and phone lines to service the call
center. The building will also house an exercise room/locker facility, a cafeteria, a
training center and a childcare center.

RMI breaks ground on
new headquarters
evada's largest property management
company, Realty Management, Inc.
(RMI) , recently celebrated the groundbreaking of its new corporate headquarters
at 630 Trade Center Drive in Las Vegas. RMI
subsidiaries Oxbow Construction and RMI
Management LLC will join their parent company in the new 30,000 square-foot, twostory building located on a 2 'l'2 -acre lot.
LPA, Inc. of Irvine, Calif. designed the new
building, which will feature a two-story atrium that simulates the Virgin River Gorge
north of Las Vegas, including 45-foot high
crushed glass walls and concrete "leaves,
pine cones and feathers" inlitating the forest floor. SR Construction of Las Vegas is
the contractor for the new building.

N

Golf course to highlight
master-planned community
'Andrea, a new master-planned community in Sparks, will feature an 18-hole,
par 71 golf course designed by Keith Foster, according to Jenamar Qonununities,
developer of D'Andrea. The golf course
clubhouse is currently under construction,
with a grand opening scheduled for the'
nliddle of next year. The 861-acre community located in the hills above Warm
Springs Valley will eventually be home to
2,200 fanlilies. Six neighborhoods are currently open for sales, and homebuyers can
choose from a variety of housing options
in several price ranges.
•
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yours when your parent dies (regardless of
directives in your parent's will), you run
the risk of disgruntled siblings.
There are, however, some ways you can
simplify your tasks. For one thing, you
can save yourself extra trips to the bank
by having your parent's Social Security,
pension, and dividend checks deposited
directly to his or her bank account. You
may be able to arrange to have the bank
pay your parent's regularly recurring bills,
such as insurance premiums.

Pulling Legal Documents in Place.

What to do when your
parents need your help

M

ore and more baby boomers are becoming official members of the
sandwich generation - that group
of adult children squeezed between caring
for aging parents and raising growing
children. One of the many challenging responsibilities these adult children face is
the task of handling their parents' fin ancial and legal obligations.

mission, locate and review your parents'
bank savings and checking accounts, investment and retirement plans, insurance
policies, outstanding mortgages and loans,
and pension and Social Security payments.
It's also a good idea to round up the names
of their attorney, stockbroker, insurance
agent, financial planner and CPA.

Handling Finances. When it becomes
Talking Money. Many adults approach
talking to their parents about finances
with the same kind of anxiety they feel
about talking to their children about sex.
While it may be difficult to ask them to
talk about illness and death, it is critical
that you have this discussion while your
parents are mentally competent.

Tackling the Paperwork. With their per32
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necessary for you to begin managing a
parent's day-to-day finances, you might
be inclined to set up a joint account. Before you do so, you should be aware that
there are drawbacks to this arrangement.
For example, if either of you gets into financial trouble, creditors can take all the
money held jointly, regardless of who
owns the money. Also, since any money in
a joint account with your parent becomes

Make sure your parent has a will and that
it is up to date. If the estate is sizable, he
or she might consider establishing trusts.
In addition to saving on estate taxes, trusts
can be designed to accomplish many different objectives.
Your parent also should have a durable
power of attorney drawn up, a legal document that enables your parent (who must
be mentally competent when the power is
given) to give you or someone else the authority to sign checks, pay bills, and handle
his or her financial affairs. Be certain that
the power of attorney is durable, since only
a durable power of attorney remains in effect if your parent becomes incapacitated.
Two other documents that can make
your care-giving task less complicated are
a living will, which sets forth your parent's
wishes about the use of heroic measures to
sustain life, and a healthcare proxy, allowing you or the person named in the document to make medical decisions on benalf
of a parent. Legal requirements for powers
of attorney, healthcare proxies and living
wills vary from state to state. When executing legal documents, make sure you
consult with an attorney in the state where
your parent legally resides.

Taking Tax Breaks. There are several tax
strategies that can help to ease the financial burden of helping elderly parents. If
you provide more than half of their support, and if certain other dependency rules
are met, you may be entitled to claim the
dependency exemption. This tax break applies whether or not your parent lives with

BY

Cindie
Geddes
you. If you and your siblings share the
costs of financially supporting your parent, and none of you contributes more
than half the amount spent on support,
you may enter into a multiple support
agreement. Under such an agreement, one
of you, with the permission of the others,
claims the exemption. The person claiming the exemption must attach Form 2120
to his or her tax return.
If your parent qualifies as your dependent, you also may be eligible to deduct the
medical expenses you pay for that parent.
The medical deduction is limited to the
amount by which the medical expenses you
pay on behalf of your parent, combined
with your own family's medical expenses,
exceeds 7.5 percent of your adjusted gross
income. If your parent lives with you, you
may include as medical expenses any costs
you incur for installing special railings,
ramps, or grab bars, or for widening doors
for a wheelchair-bound parent. Medical
expenses are deductible only by the taxpayer who actually pays them. You should
not give your dependent the money to pay
the expense, but should instead pay the
provider or supplier directly, if you wish to
be able to take the deduction.
The dependent care credit, the same tax
break that helps working parents defray
some of the costs of childcare, can help
if you are caring for a dependent parent in
your home and need to hire help to care for
your parent while you work. The amount
of the credit depends on your income and
on how much you spend for the care.
If your employer offers a dependent care
spending account, check to see if you are
better off using this option, which allows
you to use pretax dollars (typically up to
$5,000 of the amount you _spend) for the
care of a dependent parent living with you.
You can use one or the other, but not both.
A CPA - particularly if licensed to offer
CPA eldercare services- can provide additional information and assistance when
sorting out the legal aod financial issues involved with caring for an aging parent. •

Prepared by the Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants.

FRONTLINE
Promoting prevention
through personalization
orrest Dunaetz stands on a chair and
names that reaches
unfurls a list
the floor and keeps on rolling - each
of the names is a friend he has lost to
AIDS in the past decade. He carries a plastic grocery bag filled with empty prescription bottles - empty because they
represent all the medications he has taken
in the last three months. For over 11
years, he has been living with HIV , the
virus that causes AIDS. For 10 of those
years he has been telling his story to children, teens and adults as a speaker for
Frontline, a group of people living with
the disease and using their lives to educate others in hopes of prevention.
"I was the second speaker for Frontline," Dunaetz explains. "The first speaker
only did a few talks, unfortunately, before
he became too ill and passed away. They
asked me to do it, and I thought: 'Are you
crazy? I'm not going to talk publicly about
anything, let alone living with AIDS."' But
as he began to understand the disease better, he found himself wanting to do something to give back to the community, to
help others make better choices so they
would not fall victim to the deadly virus.
Now Dunaetz, an attractive, healthylooking man with a quick smile and a
wicked sense of humor, is the program 's
coordinator, as well as a participant. "It's
amazing," he says. "I've grown and learned
along with the program." From its humble
beginnings booking just one or two talks a
month, Frontline has grown to over 830
presentations last year (about 350 of those
through Washoe County sex education
classes) for over 20,000 people. Representatives speak throughout Nevada (they' ve
appeared in all but four counties), as well
as nearby and bordering California coun-
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ties. They speak to audiences at churches,
schools, drug and alcohol centers - anyone
who asks. Frontline never says no.
The hefty schedule is shared by 16 dedicated speakers who receive a small
stipend to talk about what it is like to live
with AIDS, what it is like to take 40 to 50
pills a day, what the side effects are, what
happens if they forget to take their medication. They are honest about the effects
the virus has had on friends, fami ly members and jobs. They even talk of planning
for their own deaths. And they show up
even when they don ' t feel well.
"Measuring results is difficult," says
Dunaetz, "but the best thing for me is
when attendees write us letters, or fill out
the comment part of the evaluations, and I
know they were listening and thinking
about what we said." Students have come
back and said they are going to make
smarter choices, be more carefu l, even abstain. And it is communication and abstinence that Frontline emphasize . Speakers
stress abstinence from sex, drug , alcohol,
and any kind of needle use, including tattoos and piercings. For tho e who won't
abstain, Frontline also di cus e afety.
Yet Dunaetz would love to retire. He says
it would be nice if a cure were found and he
could stop doing prevention work, but that
doesn't look likely. and he warns against
being lulled by progres . A new medication
does not mean a cure. And just because people are living longer. does not mean people
don't continue to get ick and die. "People
are catching it as fast as they always have,"
he says. "The way to top spreading the disease is to make marter choices."
For further information about Frontline,
call Dunaetz at (775) 826-9644 or write to
PO Box 70231 , Reno 89570.
•
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Tech Photo West

High-speed imaging solves complex problems
hy would anyone crash passenger
cars of a train into a concrete wall at
high speed? They've done it twice
now, in Pueblo, Colorado, and covered it the
second time on NBC's Dateline in April.
So why did the train run into the wall?
To find out what the damage to the occupants - if they were real - would be. And
the way to find out is throu gh high speed
imagery, the kind of work done by Tech
Photo West in Carson City and by very
few other companies in the country. In
fact, outside of the government and employers like Chrysler, there may be ten
companies in the country who can do what
Tech Photo West does. They are the only
group using high speed video and high
speed film who can also offer analysis of
the event being filmed.
"Kind of a one-stop shop, really," says
Ken Reid, one half of Tech Photo West.
Reid started working in high speed imagery in 1967 in Britain. His partner, Ken
Stone, started in 1970, also in the United
Kingdom. And along the line the company
picked up consultant Porter Smith. The

W
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three of them now run trains into walls to
find out what the result will be. They use
cameras that can image 400 feet of film
in three seconds, shooting in excess of
II ,000 frames a second . (By comparison,
a camcorder can shoot 30 frames a second.
A typical high-speed imaging system can
record 33 discrete images while a camcorder is recording one frame.)
Data analysis comes into play when the
high speed imaging establishes a ftxed reference within the field of view, and plots
the movement of the subject relative to this
scale. This makes the technique invaluable
for litigation - in the area of recreating accidents and tracking results - or air bag
testing, where each frame captures a
minute amount of time, allowing the viewer to track velocity, contour and volume.
But there are other applications for the
technology as well . In manufacturing, it
can be used to track production problems
or improve manufacturing processes. Generally when a problem occurs in a production or manufacturing environment, slowing the usual process down causes the

problem to go away. The problem occurs
at operating speed. But at operating peed ,
you can' t see it. And if you can ·t ee it,
you can ' t fix it. So in the case of a tile
manufacturer who used Te h Photo West's
technology, the y tern was off just far
enough to create \Vaste in each cut of each
tile. When the proce was slowed down
so it could be viewed. the production was
optimal . But lowing it down loses time
and money. B being able to record at real
time and then slow the images to be
viewed frame by frame, the company was
able to view the problem and correct it.
The process is also used in traditional
crash tests, in filming the impact of peeding bullets on simulated bodies, or at least a
large block of gelatin. It has also been used
to assist a high-school track team. Tech
Photo West filmed the pole-vaulters and
runners and then was able to show the athletes' every motion, from the dynamics of
each footfall to deformities in running style.
To check out some of these images,
access Tech Photo West's Web site at
slowmotionimaging. com/index.html. •
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Top-ol-Ticket Races Fail to Drop
Any Morsels Down the Food Chain
ike the undercard participants at a
boxing match , those running for
smaller races often count on the
strength at the top of the ballot to carry
them through. Those larger races, like the
Tysons and the Holyfields, bring out the
crowds and help focus attention on the
not-so prestigious contests.
This year, however, prospects look grim
for Nevada politicians seeking help from
the top of the ticket. Although much could
change between now and November, the
marquee races aren't shaping up to be very
competitive. Polls consistently show Vice
President AI Gore trailing George W. Bush
statewide. Gore's campaign has been nonexistent in Nevada, and he's failed to capitalize on the one issue where the polls say
he can' t lose - nuclear waste.
While Bush came out with a weak
stance concerning the proposed repository
at Yucca Mountain, Gore has been pretty
consistent in his anti-dump rhetoric. Neither man has said unequivocally he will
veto all attempts to build the dump, but
Gore's pro-environment stance makes him
a better fit for repository opponents.
Local Democratic political operatives
have been relaying to Gore's campaign the
potential bonanza he could reap from better publicizing his position, so it's likely he
will eventually get the mes~age. Until he
does, however, Bush will continue to count
the Silver State's two electoral votes as his .
If Democrats sense their candidate has
no chance to win the presidency, then the
theory follows that many of them will
stay home and not vote at all. Therein lies
the fear of down-ballot candidates who
would benefit from a stronger, more competitive presidential race.
In the absence of a tough presidential
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contest, is there any other race that will draw
voters out? ormally a U.S. Senate race
would fill the order. Not this year, however.
Again, it's too early to make specific
predictions, but Democrats have not been
happy with the performance of Senate
candidate Ed Bernstein. His sluggish campaign has yet to catch fire. His opponent,
Republican John Ensign, still enjoys large
leads at both ends of the Silver State.
Bernstein did recently begin an ad blitz
touting his desire to fight the cost of prescription drugs in the U.S . He even led an
expedition to Mexico with a busload of senior citizens to purchase low-cost medicine.
The jury's still out, however, on whether
this issue will allow him to cut into the
double-digit lead Ensign has established.
Adding to the Democrats ' misery is the
anti-same-sex marriage petition. Although
most Democratic candidates aren't against
the measure (they argue current state law
is sufficient on the subject), the theory is
the ballot question will bring out the
state's most conservative, most religious
voters . By the way, these people are likely
to be strong Republican supporters.
Again, these are all theories and in the
ever-changing world of politics, they may
be moot points by November.
So what do the Democrats have going
for them? One high-profile race and a slew
of well-liked, highly-regarded local public officials. Democratic Congresswoman
Shelley Berkley is still leading Republican
challenger State Senator Jon Porter by a
comfottable margin. Berkley is a tough
campaigner who will certainly get her vote
out. But Porter has been making slow,
steady progress and will be greatly helped
by popular Governor Kenny Guinn's recent pledge to help unseat Berkley. A

Berkley missive criticizing his prescription drug program angered the governor.
Guinn's popularity numbers hover
around 60 percent to 70 percent in the most
recent polls, which means his help could be
critical to Porter. If he can erode some of
Berkley's support among persuadable Democrats, then he could get within striking
distance in the heavily Democratic district.
While these top-of-the-ticket races are
likely to have some impact down-ballot, no
one is expecting any changes in the makeup of the state Legislature. Senate Minority Leader Dina Titus has a chance to pick
up a couple of seats, but she has to beat two
veteran Republicans, Senators Ray Rawson and Mike McGinnis, in order to do it.
Rawson faces a tough challenge from
Terry Stanfill, a woman with strong credentials and enormous energy. There's a
slight voter edge in Rawson 's favor, but
he' ll have the most money and a good understanding of the district and its voters.
The state Assembly is predicted to stay
in Democratic hands, but a few seats could
switch. The Republicans fell far short in
their pledge to put up credible candidates
in every race, but do have a couple of candidates capable of upsetting incumbents.
One public official enjoying huge popularity numbers in the state's largest county is Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman .
His honor's approval ratings consistently
soar between 75 percent and 78 percentstaggering figures for any elected leader.
While he continues to deny he has any
desire for higher, statewide office - his
mantra is he has the best job in the world
-Democratic leaders aren ·t likely to let it
go at that. He' ll certainly get enormous
pressure to move up on the food chain
(Republicans occupy all but one Constitutional office). Will he uccumb?
One of the thing that will be checked
closely is Goodman" ability to take votes
in Northern evada and the rural counties.
Will his repu tation as a lawyer to the mob
hurt him in these areas? Thi and other
questions will be clo ely te ted before he
decides anything in 2002.
•
Michael Sullivan is president of Knight Consulting, a Las Vegas government affairs fi nn.
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A high-technology company ~n Reno wants to pursue an
initial public off ering. A Las Vegas gaming operator wants to
start a venture in Australia. Where do they go for advice?

ern Nevada, according to Bill Hartman ,
who manages both Nevada office . In addition to Hartman, the e\·ada pra tice
management team include : audit partner
A. Randall Thoman, Jeff Om\·ein and Den
Hood ; audit director Karl Brunner: tax
Paul Hurst; and tax directo
and Michael Nunez. The p
eludes 18 managers and
100 other professional and

s the only Big Five accounting firm
with offices in both Las Vegas and
Reno, Deloitte & Touche is well
positioned to address business needs accross the state - and around the world.
The Nevada practice's client base is indicative of the state's growing diversity,
representing such industries as gaming,
technology, manufacturing, construction,
real estate, utilities and healthcare, as well
as serving public sector accounts. Clients
include Park Place Entertainment Corp.,
International Game Technology, Sierra Pacific Resources, Sierra Health Services,
Boyd Gaming Corp., MGM Grand, Clark
County and the state of Nevada.
In addition to a full range of audit and
tax services, Deloitte & Touche offers a
host of specialized cons ult~ng services including a comprehensive suite of programs to meet the needs of the growing ebusiness industry. Most recently, Deloitte
& Touche aided Microflex Medical in
Reno with a major recapitalization, provided advisory services for iGo Corporation's
successful initial public offering (IPO), and
assisted several companies with major system implementations. The firm serves
more than 20 public companies in Nevada,
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and has facilitated the IPOs and mergers
and acquisitions for numerous entities, including the merger of Sierra Pacific Resources and Nevada Power. In addition, the
accounting firm 's National Gaming Industry Practice is based in Las Vegas.
Deloitte & Touche is part of Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu, a global leader in professional services with more than 90,000
employees in over 130 countries. As one of
the leading firms in its field, it provides assurance and advisory, tax and management
consulting services through 30,000 people
in more than 100 U.S. cities. Deloitte &
Touche is the leader in serving some of the
largest, best known, and most demanding
financial services enterprises in the world.
It counts among its clients nearly one-fifth
of the world's financial institutions.
In 1968, Deloitte & Touche opened a
branch of its Houston office in Las Vegas
at the request of Howard Hughes. The
rapid growth of the Southern Nevada
economy enabled Las Vegas to become an
independent office in 1975, and another
office was opened in Reno in September
1985. Currently, about one-third of the
firm's business comes from Northern
Nevada, the other two-thirds from South-

Hartman said, noting
itself on being an ··Emp
The Employer of
able through Delaine ·
Capital Advi ory

ri sk managemenL and gi'
dating bu ine } terns to
century technolog}. If the nece ary resource are not available in-bouse, Deloitte & Touche bas local. national and international contacts to link client with the
expert they need.
"Because of our size and international

Bill HlriiDII Deloitte & Touche's
STEVE DODD
Reno tax partner

JEFF ORTWEIN
LV audit partner

DEN HOOD
Reno audit partner

RANDY THOMAN
LV audit partner

presence, we see the big picture," said
Hartman. ''The average CEO has no one to
talk to about the challenges he's facing he can' t discuss them with his peers in
other companies, and he usually can' t discuss them with his staff. We make a wonderful sounding board and can give him the
benefit of our experience in dealing with
other businesses like his. A crisis which
may be completely new and unexpected to
him may be something we've seen and
handled many times with other clients."
Deloitte & Touche's tax practice is the
largest of any professional services firm in
the state. "Our tax practice is value driven,
not compliance driven," explained Hartman. "In other words, we don' t just fi ll out
their tax fo rms. Instead, we are proactive,
helping our clients set up plans to minimize their tax burden while maximizing
their income."
Hartman readily admits that a Big Five
firm is not for everyone. In fac t, he believes that many smaller companies may
be well served by local accounting firms.
"Companies that are poised for growth,
considering going public, or expanding
into international markets, have the greatest need for the types of services we can
offer," Hartman said.
In keeping with the firm 's commitment
to work-life balance, Deloitte & Touche
professionals are encouraged to take an
active part in professional and communi!
ty organizations. They serve many organizations throughout the state, including
the Nevada State Board of Accountancy,
the Nevada Dairy Commission, Boulder
Dam Area Council of Boy Scouts of
America, Big Brothers/B ig Sisters, and
•
the Reno-Tahoe Open.

Nevada office managing partner
leads a sharply fo cused life

B

ill Hartman was born in Las Vegas
in 1948, making him one of a small
but growing number of top executives who are native Nevadans. After
graduating from Western High School,
Hartman attended the University of
Southern California, where he received
his accounting degree in 1971. Working
for Deloitte & Touche was his first job
after graduation, and he's been with the
company ever since, rising through the
ranks from an entry-level job in the
firm's New York office to his present position as managing partner for the entire
state of Nevada. When Deloitte &
Touche decided to open an office in Reno
in 1985, Hartman was the one chosen to
set up and manage the office. He received his current appointment in 1990.
He also directs the firm's National Gaming Industry Practice, based in Las Vegas.
He is responsible for coordinating Deloitte & Touche gaming services throughout the United States as well as supporting the firm's international gaming
practice. Hartman is an associate member
of the International Association of Gaming Attorneys and its audit committee
and a charter associate member of the
Nevada Gaming Attorneys. Additional
memberships include the Nevada Society
of Certified Public Accountants and the
American Institute of CPAs.
Managing the statewide practice requires Hartman to divide his time and
work schedule between Las Vegas and
Reno, and he and his wife Judy maintain

PHOTO Opposite Page: lAs Vegas
office of Deloitte & Touche (from left to
right) - Karl Brunner; audit director;
Doug McCaulley, tax partner; Bill
Hartman, office managing partner;
Mike Small, tax director; Paul Hurst,
tax Principal; Michael Nunez, multistate tax director.

homes in both cities. They have two grown
children who both work at the Deloitte &
Touche office in San Jose, Calif.
Hartman is an avid golfer and keeps a
membership at the Tournament Players
Club at Summerlin. He also like to flyfish on the Truckee River while in Reno
and on the Colorado River while in
Southern Nevada. He is intere ted in fine
wines, and has attended the annual Napa
Valley Wine Auction for the past seven
years. He serves on the board of directors
for the Boulder Dam Area Council of
Boy Scouts of America, i a trustee of
the Nevada Museum of Art, and i an
Executive Committee member of the
UNR Foundation Board.
Hartman is also a member of TEC
(The Executive Committee). an international organization of CEOs whose members meet each month to discuss i ues
and challenges. Hartman say he welcomes the chance to meet with fellow
executives, not only because he enjoys
the peer discussions but also because it
allows him an opportunity to develop his
skills as a con ultant so he can be a better advisor to the bu iness people he
serves with Deloitte & Touche.
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Internet Business
Separating success from scam

E

very hour of every day, more than
4,000 people join the millions already on the Internet. Within this
tremendous growth lies the potential for
tremendous profit. Internet business is
seen as one of the fastest growing areas of
commerce today. However, opportunity
for legitimate profit means the potential
for fraud also exists. How then can one
differentiate between legitimate business
opportunities and illegitimate schemes?
I recently attended a seminar on Internet
fraud, where the point was made that most
Internet scams start out as frauds. This
means there was never any intent for you
as a participant to ever make any money.
This type of scheme generally follows the
model of the classic "pyramid" scheme,
whereby the participants pay money to
join, then attempt to enlist others below in
order to make a profit. A true pyramid
scheme typically will not involve a product; the only thing being purchased is the
ability to market the scheme to others.
Many chain letter schemes, such as those
detailed at Jraudbureau.com , are classic
examples of the pyramid type scheme.
What makes a pyramid scheme illegal is
that no real product is being sold. This differs from a popular business on the Internet, the multi-level marketing (MLM) plan.
MLM plans involve the sale o.f a product,
and a participant can profit either by recruiting people, or by marketing the product. For example, Chris Long participates
in an MLM plan through Skybiz 200Q via
the Internet at skynary.comlbinxster. Long
notes, "While the potential exists to make
a lot of money, Skybiz is very upfront explaining it may take some time, and it definitely takes effort to succeed."
The key to becoming a success on the
Nevada Business journal •
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Internet is twofold . First, one must avoid
. participation in pyramid schemes, which
are both illegal and certain to cost you
money. Second, participation in an MLM
plan may result in profit, but one must still
use good judgment. Here are some tips
which may be of assistance.
Remember the old adage: If it seems
too good to be true, it probably is. Charles
Ponzi, the creator of the now classic Ponzi
scheme, promised investors a 50 percent return on their investment within two months.
This scheme cost victims about $20 million
in 1920. Any potential business offering
unusually high returns on an investment
should be viewed with great skepticism.
A second timeless bit of advice is: nothing is free. As noted by Long, it takes effort
to succeed, even on the Internet. One should
be wary of businesses promising unrealistic
returns while requiring minimal effort.
One final mantra worth repeating is to
know your enemy. While the Internet contains many ways to commit fraud, it also
offers numerous resources dedicated to
help you steer clear of such schemes . Government sites such as the Federal Trade
Commission iftc.gov) and Postal Service
(usps.gov) both have sections containing
information on avoiding Internet fraud.
While there exists far too much information to repeat in one short article, these
pointers should help you take the first
step. Although the potential for wealth is
diminished by the potential for fra ud, by
thoroughly researching a business or investment opportunity, and approaching it
with reasonable expectations, one can
enjoy a successful Internet venture. •

Jamie Resch is an attorney with the Las
Vegas firm John Peter Lee, Ltd.
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R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co.
14100 Lear Bl., Reno 89506

775-677-3883

rrd.com
DND

510
19B6

2 to 10
No

DND

Paul
Erickson

Creel Printing
2701 Westwood Dr. , LV 89104

702-735-8161

creelprinting.com
DND

280
1965

3 to 5
Yes

Fuii-Svc. Color House w/ Full & Half Heatset Web, Open Web &
40-in. Sheetfed Presses, Digital Prepress, Bindery, Mailing/Fulfillmt.

Alan Creel
Tom Lesher

3 Berlin Industries, Inc.
7350 Prairie Falcon Rd., LV 89128

702·255·1211

DND
DND

180

6 to10

Fuii-Svc. Commercial Web/Sheetfed Printer

Thomas
Wheeler

4 Craftsman Press West
11005 Stead Bl., Reno 89506

775-971-8000

5 PDQ Printing, Inc.
3820 S. Valley View Bl. , LV 89103

1999

Yes

DND
spwlp@sprintmail.com

100
1997

7 to 14
No

Fuii-Svc. Printing, Full Web Presses, Direct to Plate , Fuii-Svc.
Binding/Mailing

George
Prue

702 -876-3235

DND
tcarnspdq@aol.com

96
1981

2 to 5
Yes

4-Color Process, Foiling/Embossing, Creative Design, Mailing
Svcs., Thermography

Tom
Carns

6 Nevada Color Litho
4151 N. Pecos Rd ., LV B9115

702-643-2110

nevadacolor.com
DND

80
1994

2 to 5
Yes

Commercial Printing, Brochures, Catalogs, Complete Mailing
Facilities, Heidelberg Dl-74

Wes
Drysdale

7 Adera Corporation
4545 W. Diablo Dr., Ste. A, LV 89118

702 -257-2810

aderacorp.com
DND

51
1994

6 to 10
Yes

High-Res. Lg. Format Printing, Backlits, Fleet Graphics,
Billboards, Truck Sides, Banners, Signs, Murals, Walls Etc.,

Dennis
Mika

B Bear Industries Printing & Publishing
105 Cal Ln ., Sparks 89431

775-358-8822

DND
DND

48
1986

2 to 5
Yes

Up to 6-Color w/Coating, Books, Manuals, Rack Cards,
CD Inserts, Brochures, Folders, Bindery, Foii/Emboss/Diecut

Jerry
Cail

9 Quality Impressions
6295 Harrison Dr. , Ste. 29, LV 89120

702 -798-9005

DND
qiprint@aol.com

42
1972

2 to 5
Yes

1/2/4/5-Color, P/U Coating Unit, Digital Prepress, Foil/
Emboss/Diecut, Gluer/Folder. Complete Fuii-Svc. Bindery

Lou
Oliver

10 DynaGraphic Printing, Inc.
2001 limber Wy., Reno 89512

775-7B6-2041

DND
dynagraphic@softcom.net

41
1972

2 to 5
Yes

Fuii-Svc., 1- to 6-Color Sheetfed, 6-Color 40-in . w/ Tower
Coater, Foii/Emboss/Diecut, Shipping, Electronic Prepress

Walt
Trimble

11 A. Carlisle & Company
1080 Bible Wy., Reno 89502

775-323-5163

DND
printers@carlisle.com

40
1917

6 to 10
Yes

Electronic Prepress, 4-Color 40-in. Heidelberg, 6-Color 40-in.
Heidelberg, Letterpress, Bindery

Patrick
Pettinari

11 American Printing
1512 Fremont St. , LV 89101

702 -384-3821

DND
apoutput@netnevada.net

40
1967

DND
Yes

4-Color Printing, Thermography, Graphic Dept., Foil/Embossing,
Fuii-Svc. Bindery

DND

11 Pictographics
4310 S. Cameron St., Ste. 6, LV 89103

702-947-0112

pictographics.net
sproctor@pictographics.net

40
1994

DND
DND

Lg. Format Digital, Dye Sub. to Fabrics & Rigid Substrates,
High Res. Backlits/Posters, Taxis, Bus Shelters, Banners

Craig/Sue
Miller

14 Southwest Printers
3721 Meade Ave., LV 89102

702-367-2544

swprntrs.com
swprint@swprntrs.com

38
1963

2 to 5
No

Electronic Prepress, 14-Unit Boss 4-Color Press Non-Heat Set,
Bindery-Stitch/Trim, Mechanical Inserting

Robert
Morgan

15 Royal Printing
3390 S. Valley View Bl., LV 89102

702 -362-0940

DND
royalprint@earthlink.net

37
19B9

2 to 5
Yes

Fuii-Svc. 4-Color Printer with Complete Design/Electronic
Prepress Depts.

John
Morrello

16 Panda, Inc.
2695 Mill St., Reno 89502

775-324-2525

DND
pandamail@panda.reno.nv.us

35
DND

2 to 10

Printing and Mailing

DND

17 Color Reflections Las Vegas
4600 S. Polaris, LV 89103

702 -262-9300

DND
crlvsmb@aol.com

30
1995

1 Day
Yes

Short Run 4 Color Padless, 4 Color Envelopes, 4 Color Business
Cards

Joe
Castellano

18 Desert Printing & Mailing Services
1800 Industrial Rd., Ste. 100, LV 89102

702 -3B2-8500

dpms.com
sales@dpms.com

28
1995

2 to 5
Yes

1- to 4-Color Printing, Live Stamps, Mailing Lists/Svcs., Laser
Printing/Personalization, Mailing Project Mgmt.

Robert W.
Mignault

19 Addressing & Mailing Inc.
225 W. Carey Ave., NLV B9030

702-639-0380

DND
sales@ami-lv.com

25
DND

2 to 5
Yes

Automated Mailing/Printing, Fuii-Svc. One-Stop-Shop

Ruby
Kim

20 Beyond Digital Imaging USA-Supergrafx
250 B Cal Ln ., Sparks, B9431

775-355-1221

superprint.com
DND

20
DND

2 to 5
Yes

Large/Small Format Digital Print, MagnuJet 4-Color Printer,
GrandJet 4-Color Printer, RF Welder for Any Size Print

Joanne
Rose

20 CM Reprographics, Inc.
4445 S. Valley View Bl. , Ste. 1, LV 89103

702 -222·1757

DND
cmrepro@wizard.com

20
1989

2 to 5
No

Digital Printing/Scanning/Archiving, Blueprinting Svcs., AEC
Express Satellite Transmission, Small Doc. Full-Color Copies

Bernadette
Carver

20 lntraForm, Inc.
1375 Greg Pkwy., Ste. 105, Sparks 89431

775-359-5600

intraform.com

20
19B8

Varies
Yes

Print Mgmt., Warehousing/Distrib., Electronic Forms,
Direct Mail Svcs.

Doug
Clary

23 AlphaGraphics
4550 S. Maryland Pkwy., LV 89119

702-798-7557

agvegas.com
agvegas@agvegas.com

18
1992

2 to 5
Yes

Color Printing, Digital Copying, Posters/Oversize Copies,
Fuii -Svc. Design , Web Svcs.

Greg
Kearl

23 B & K Printing
53BO Procyon Street, LV 89118

775-733 -0253

DND
printguy@wizard .com

18
19BO

2 to 5
Yes

5 ColorHeidelberg GTO, Standard Horizon VAC 100
Collator/Stitcher/Trimmer

Jamie
Campbell

25 Superior Letterpress
2202 S. Highland Dr., LV 89109

702 -734-8355

DND

15
1979

6 to 10

40-lnch Diecutter/Foiler, Letterpress, Offset Svc.

Joe
Jacobs

26 Century Graphics
4645 S. Procyon, Ste. C, LV B9103

702 -795-0440

DND
century@intermind.net

14
19B4

2 to 5
Yes

4-Color Printing, Presentation Folders, Brochures, Rack Cards,
Post Cards, Digital File Output, Film & Match Prints

Barbara
Cimaglia

27 Black Mountain Graphics
1000 N. Stephanie Pl., Ste. 9, Hdn 89014

702-566-1395

DND
blackmtn@wizard.com

13
1996

2to 5
Yes

Graphic Design-film Imaging, Letter Press, 4-Color Press, Foil
Press, Color Copies, 3-2 Color Presses

Mark
Thompson

28 Beckwith Printing
3140 S. Valley View Bl., Ste. 6, LV 89102

702-253-9503

DND
beckwith@lvcm.com

12
1991

2 to 5
Yes

4-Color Process, Full-Color Digital Bus. Cards, Print Jobs Using
Metal Plates, Phone Quotes, Competitive Pricing

Rodney
Beckwith

28 Hanes-Thomas Printers
2120 Industrial Rd., LV B9102

702-384-5072

DND
DND

12
1956

2 to 5
Yes

Foiling, Embossing, Diecutting, 4-Color Process, Image Setting

Steven E.
Bramson

28 Reno Typographers
9580 Prototype Ct., Reno 89511

775-852 -8BOO

renotype.com
DND

12
19B1

Yes

Prepress, Digital Printing-Chromapress w/ Variable Data
Capabilities, Scanning, Web/Graphic Design, Film Proofing

Robert
Nemeth

31 BFC Inc.
150 N. Gibson , Ste. D, Henderson 89014

702-568-6822

DND
bfc@powernet.net

11
1990

2 to 5
Yes

36 Printing/Diecutting, Medical Forms, Inventory Control

David
San berg

31 Pro Color, Inc.
62BO S. Valley View Bl., LV 89118

702 -897-4747

DND
DND

11
1999

3 to 7
Yes

Full-Service 4-Color Commercial Printer With Complete
Electronic Prepress Services

Mike
Beehn

Yes

Yes

CONTINUED
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33 Print 'N Copy Center, Inc.
565 W. Silver St. , Elko 89801

775-738-9200 DND
rkeener@sierra.net

10
19B6

2 to 5
Yes

In-House Design, Full Prepress Svc .. Full Bindery

33 RAFSCO Nevada
1555 Industrial Wy., Sparks 89431

775-356-9132

10
1960

6 to 10
Yes

4-Color Web Presses

35 A&B Printing
2912 S. Highland Dr., Ste. B, LV 89109

702 -731 -5888 abprint.com
abprint@skylink. net

9
1991

2 to 5
Yes

4-Color Process Printing, Graphic Des./Dig1tal Pre;nss.
Forms, Promo Products, Mktg. Consult.

35 Copy Center at Manpower
2516 Losee Rd ., NLV 89030

702-642-0200 copycenter.com
support@copycenter.com

9
1978

2 to 5
Yes

Xerox DocuTech NP 135, Xerox Regal 5790 Color
Control , Complete Bindery Svcs., Computerized G

DND
kenoprinter@msn.com

35 Creative Copies
2990 Hwy 50 East, Carson City 89701

DND
creative@pyramid.net

9
1982

6 to 10
Yes

35 Fox Design & Print Team
1401 S. Arville Rd., Ste. A, LV 89102

DND
foxprint@vegas.infi.net

9
1989

2 to 5
Yes

Bulk Mailing Svc./Eqpt. , Full Design/ Graphics
Process, Full Service Bureau

35 Minuteman Printing
1285 Marietta, Sparks 89431

775-355-8604 DND
DND

9
1975

2 to 5
Yes

Color Copier, Production Copier, Binding Nurr:

35 City Quick Print, Inc.
3883 Spring Mountain Rd., LV 89102

702-362-7510 DND
cityqprint@aol.com

8
1981

2 to 5
Yes

Fast Turnaround , Emergencies, Large Bindery. ing, Carbonless Forms

35 Humboldt Printers Inc.
405 W. 4th Street, Winnemucca 89445

775-623-393 1 DND
print@the-onramp.net

8
1972

2 to 5
Yes

Commercial Printing, Sign, Full Copy Servoce
8&W, engineering and Fax Service Cop•es.

35 R&S Printing
4625 W. Flamingo Rd ., LV 89103

702-362-8868 DND
DND

8
1983

2 to 5
Yes

Catalogs, 8ooklets/4-60 Pgs.

43 Graphics 2000
6290 Harrison Dr., Ste. 16, LV 89120

702-798-61 81

7
1979

2 to 5
Yes

Entertainment Design, Brochures, Adve
Business Design & Printing, Political

43 Keystone Quality Printing
890 W. 5th St. , Reno 89503

775-323-7716 keystoneprinting.com
david@keystoneprinting.com

7
DND

2 to 5
Yes

43 Nevada Instant Type
50 E. Greg St., Ste. 108, Sparks 89431

775-354-4835

7
1977

2 to 5
Yes

43 Reno Prin tin g, Inc.
940 Malley Ln. , Reno 89502

7
1885

6 to 10
Yes

47 Arrowhead Printing
4340 Valley View Bl. , Ste. 218, LV 89103

6
1983

6 to 10
Yes

47 Barker Business Systems
650 S. Rock Bl. , Ste. 10, Reno 89502

6
1954

6 to 10
Yes

47 Economy Speed Press
714 N. Curry St., Carson City 89703

6
1973

6 to 10
Yes

47 Kwik Kopy Printing
923 E. Charleston Bl., LV 89104

6
1979

2 to 5
Yes

Color Laser Copies, High-Speed Dupl
Stationery, Offset Printing

6
1991

2 to 5
Yes

Foiling, Embossing, Offset Printing. C
Full Color

6
1993

DND
No

ReMfr'ed Toner Carts., Supplies for
furbished Laser Printers, Service/Repa~r

6
19BB

2 to 5
Yes

Carbonless Forms, All Types of Pnn

5
1998

Yes

5
1994

2 to 5
Yes

Digital Color Copying, Bindery Eqp

5
1988

2 to 5
No

Saddle Stitched and Perfect Bind Boo
ing, Folding of All Types

5
1989

2 to 5
No

5
1984

2 to 5
No

5
1984

Yes

775-727-8155 DND
DND

4
1992

Yes

702-870-5870 DND
DND

4
1998

gr2000@sprynet.com
circusweb.com

DND
powemet.net/- nit

International Minute Press
252 E. Glendale Ave., Sparks 89431
803 W. 4th St. , Reno 89503

DND
ssp@pyramid.net

60 Rapid Color
3314 S. Highland, LV 891 09

60 Sierra Nevada Printing
301 Hot Springs Rd., Ste. 4, Carson City 89706
CONTINUED
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775-882 -2230 DND
DND

Digital Printing, Variable Data Prin
2

oen~
4-Color Laminating up to 24 Wide,
Svc. Offset Printing Facility, Bin!dery Svcs.

Bruce
Paskvan

2 to 5
Yes

Bus. Cards, 2/3/4-Part Forms. B nd g;Fold

Charles
Domingue

4
1989

2 to 5
No

4-Color Printing, NCR Forms, Booklets

DND

4
1961

6 to 10
Yes

OCE High-Speed Copy Press

Jerry
Doran
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60 Vegas Valley Business Forms
6885 Speedway Bl., Ste. Y-101, LV 89115

702-649-1200

DND
vegasvalley.businessforms@gte.net

4
1993

6 to 10
Yes

65 A Fast Copy
4865 S. Pecos Rd ., LV 89121

702-454-3278

DND
DND

1986

Yes

65 Fogarty Printing
3585 S. Highland , Ste. 53, LV 89103

702-876-5338

forgartyprinting.com
DND

1998

65 J & B Graphic Technologies
4280 W. Reno, Ste. E, LV 89118

702-871-9643

DND
jbgrafic@intermind.net

65 Print Pros
1460 Pittman Ave., Sparks 89431

775-331-0709

69 Data Graphics
625 FaiiView Dr., Ste. 109, Carson City 89701

EXEC(S)

SPECIALTIES

Continuous/Laser Forms/Checks, Snap OuUSheetfed Forms,
Com . 4-Color Printing, Design, Mfg., Dist., Inventory Mgmt.

Steve Mongrain
Tony Garcia

Copies, Fax, Typesetting, Quick Printing

Martin/Diann
Lebsack

2 to 5
No

Carbonless Forms

Sean
Fogarty

2 to 5
Yes

Graphic Design

1997

Allan
Philips

printpros.com
andi@printpros.com

3
1988

2 to 5
Yes

DND

DND

775-883 -4377

DND
datag@nanosecond .com

2
1990

2 to 5
Yes

DND

Rob
Haddix

69 Direct Business Systems, Inc.
1575 Delucchi Ln., Ste. 220, Reno 89502

775-825-8445

edbs.com
direct@edbs.com

2
1993

7 to 14
Yes

Business Forms, Pressure Sensitive Labels, Envelopes/ Copy
Paper, Presentation Folders

Mark
Robertson

69 O'Callaghan Print & Copy Shoppe
3-D Sunset Wy., Henderson 89014

702-435-7761

DND
DND

2 to 5
Yes

Folding, Collating, Punching

1996

Colleen O'Callaghan-Miele

69 The Printing Place
5960 Spring Mountain Rd., Ste. 3, LV 89146

702-362-3640

DND
DND

1979

2 to 5
No

NCR Forms (Non-continuous Feed) , Other Bus. Papers (Letterhead/Envelopes/Fiyers), Newsletters, Other Offset Printing

Ernie
Figueroa

73 King Printing Co.
3411 W. Oquendo Rd ., LV 89118

702-895-7515

DND
DND

1985

Yes

Foiling/ Embossing, Numbering, Diecutting, Sign Making,
Banners, Magnetics, Vinyl Lettering, Hot Metal Typesetting

AI
King

74 Smith Printing
29 Cash Dr., Ste. D, Carson City 89706

775-246-7777

DND
gsprinter@aol.com

0
1996

6 to 10
Yes

Offset Printing to Full-Color, Foil Stamping, Embossing,
Diecutting

Stephanie
Norberg

WA The Print Wizard
1937 N. Nellis, Ste. 468, LV 89115

702-437-6400

theprintwizard.com
DND

DND
1996

2 to 5
Yes

Offset Printing, Signs, Letter Press, Thermography

Mark
Eshgy

WA Sunset Graphics
3631 5. Paula, Pahrump 89048

775-727-2335

sunsetgrfx.com
mail@sunsetgrfx.com

DND
1997

2 to 5
Yes

Full In-House Printing, Web Hosting to Design

Mark
8oseck

DND = Did not disclose
BOOK ~LISTS
1
OF

[liilil]
Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
11
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd ., LV, NV 89104.
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CRED IT UNION

PHONE

ADDRESS

WEBSITE I E- M AIL

Nevada Federal Credit Union
2645 S. Mojave Rd., Las Vegas 89121

702-457-1000
nevadafederal.org

NEVADA
MEMBERS

1999

TOTAL LOANS

1999

TOTAL ASSETS

SENIOR

NV

EXECUTIVE

CHARTER

fULLTI M E

CRE DIT UNION TYPE

PARniME

MARKET
GROWTH *

6573
Federal

213
32

76,984
9.11%

$320,617,691
4.80%

$ 547,949,071
9.00%

Brad E. Seal
1950

LOAN GROWTH.

ASSET GROWTH•

YEAR CHARTERED

2 Greater Nevada Federal Credit Union
PO Box 2128, Carson City 89702

775-882-2060
gncu .org

68228
Fed -Insured State

114
46

41,221
6.28%

$ 153,805,853
11.29%

$ 214,523,949
5.26 %

Marsha Burgess
1949

3 Silver State Schools Family Credit Union
4221 S. Mcleod Dr., Las Vegas 89121

702-733-8820
sssfcu.org

68419
Fed -Insured State

111
42

41,183
7.21%

$ 183,626,055
19.14%

$ 330,887,303
7.82%

Dave Rhamy
1951

4 Clark County Credit Union
PO Box 36490, Las Vegas 89133

702-228-2228
ccculv.org

86752
Non-Fed Insured

79
15

27,840
8.38 %

$ 159,026,561
7.55 %

$ 231,667,159
9.39%

Wayne Tew
DND

5 Weststar Credit Union
PO Box 94138, Las Vegas 89193-4138

702 -791 -4777
weststar.org

68227
Fed-Insured State

66
22

26,061
4.18%

$ 68,173,393
9.00 %

$

6 Boulder Dam Credit Union
PO Box 61530, Boulder City 89006-1530

702 -293 -7777
DND

96084
Non-Fed Insured

40

0

22,519
8.90 %

$ 182,495,234
5.91%

$ 318,960,745
8.36%

William G. Ferrence
1940

7 Community One Federal Credit Union
2699 Tenaya Wy., Las .Vegas 89128

702 -873 -7300
communityonefcu.com

13431
Federal

65
12

21,239
20.74%

88,578,483
22.02%

$ 107,724,046
19.45%

Lawrence E. Palochik, Jr.
1960

8 IBEW Plus Credit Union
6378 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 89102

702 -452-4445
ibewpluscu.org

86756
Non-Fed Insured

54

18,617
1.23%

71,688,002
12.36%

87,994,647
1.97%

Rita K. Alleyne
1952

9 Sierra Schools Credit Union
PO Box 7255, Reno 89510

775 -329-6673
sierraschoolscu.org

68269
Fed-Insured State

41

6

16,677
7.74%

73,988,316
12.03 %

91,375,488
7.40%

Ritch Vanduzer
1949

13800
Federal

17
15

9,585
-7.18%

36,995,954
3.98 %

44,976,804
-5.21%

Kelly Buckner
1960

2

93,681,429
4.95%

Dan C. Paulson
1975

10 Elko Federal Credit Union
2397 Mountain City Hwy., Elko 89801

775 -738-4083
kbuckner@sierra.net

11 Cumorah Credit Union
PO Box 70060, Las Vegas 89170-0060

702 -735-2 181
cumorahcu.org

86753
Non-Fed Insured

37

3

9,539
2.28%

45,991,071
3.09 %

68,242,758
-9.96%

Anthony Mook
1965

12 Great Basin Federal Credit Union
981 Bible Wy., Reno 89502

775-333-4227
greatbasin.org

7063
Federal

29
6

9,313
-1 .22%

39,666,156
14.88%

50,904,659
-1.94%

Gino Del Carlo
1951

13 Washoe Credit Union
PO Box 70099, Reno 89570

775-829-2070
washoecu.org

95778
Non- Fed Insured

22

8,328
4.34%

29,519,560
6.43 %

38,143,528
4.79%

Bruce A. Rodela
1958

14 Ensign Federal Credit Union
218 N. 15th St., Las Vegas 89101

702-382-5010
ensignfcu.org

14348
Federal

20

7,304
-9.81%

62,416,493
22.85%

73,475,222
- 1.33%

Diane Whitaker
1961

15 Moapa Valley Federal Credit Union
PO Box 456, Overton 89040

702-397-2390
mvcu.com

12585
Federal

16
8

5,931
10.15%

23,607,513
14.49%

34,956,821
10.14%

Douglas R. Schwartz
1958

16 Hawthorne Credit Union
PO Box 2288, Hawthorne 89415

702-945-2421
hcunv.org

86755
Non -Fed Insured

23

5

4,374
4.58%

28,609,751
0.54%

38,613,982
4.49%

Florence J. Peterson
DND

17 Sonepco Federal Credit Union
6475 W. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 89146-3058

702-871-0977
sonepco.com

10484
Federal

10
2

4,129
14.08%

$ 20,474,955
8.37%

30,591,588
15.69%

Susanne B. Longson
1955

18 West Side Federal Credit Union
418 W. Madison Ave., Las Vegas 89106

702 -648-8971
DND

7062
Federal

3,846
-11 .08 %

2,776,535
-4.95%

$

3,017,709
-28.02%

Trudie Rainey
1951 .

19 Kolob Credit Union
810 S. Boulder Hwy., Henderson 89015

702 -564-2646
krhees@anv.net

95804
Non- Fed Insured

10
3

3,796
14.52%

$ 12,532,536
11.26%

$

17,305,901
13.46%

Kent R. Rhees
1962

20 Sierra Pacific Federal Credit Union
PO Box 10100, Reno 89520

775 -834-4579
DND

1000
Federal

5
0

3,130
4.65 %

12,793,125
4.63%

28,923,736
5.36%

Maureen Macrander
1936

21 SWG Federal Credit Union
PO Box 94767, Las Vegas 89193-4767

702 -876-7161
swgfcu@aol.com

13670
Federal

4
4

2,699
8.72%

14,147,224
8.39%

Rebecca Everett
1960

22 SP-Sparks Employees Federal Credit Union
PO Box 50699, Sparks 89434-0699

775 -358-1910
sp-sparks@moondog.net

5843
Federal

8
1

2,548
- 0.16 %

12,630,222
7.58%

18,548,548
0.32%

Linda 0 . Stay
1948

23 Reno City Employees Federal Credit Union
386 Holcomb Ave., Reno 89502

775 -334-2438
rcefcu.com

7907
Federal

6
0

2,542
11.60%

$ 13,689,559
15.76%

19,167,910
10.83%

Marven D. Jeppson
1952

24 Churchill County Federal Credit Union
667 S. Main St., Fallon 89406

775 -423-7444
DND

11824
Federal

2,156
15.10%

8,651,053
14.28%

19,184,536
14.24%

Marcia R. Parrish
1957

25 Sparks City Employees Federal Credit Union
PO Box 387, Sparks 89432

775-359-1795
scefcu@gbis.com

12618
Federal

26 EW No. 401 Credit Union
PO Box 21266, Reno 89515

775-329-3883
ew401 @gbis.com

86754
Non -Fed Insured

1,634
10.00%

27 Las Vegas UP Employees Federal Credit Union
320 N. 1Oth St., Las Vegas 891 01

702-382-9688
DND

7698
Federal

1,485
-8.52%

28 Stage Employees Federal Credit Union
3000 S. Valley View Blvd ., Las Vegas 89102

702 -873 -3675
DND

16225
Federal

1,240
16.24%

29 Pahranagat Valley Federal Credit Union
PO Box 419, Alamo 89001

775-725-3586
DND

12686
Federal

2
2

905
26.10%

30 Enterprise Community Federal Credit Union
1951 Stella Lake Dr., Ste. 38, LV89106

702-648-4330
DND

24588
Federal

2

468
-3.84%

31 White Pine County School Employees FCU
PO Box 150428, Ely 89315

775-289-4811
DND

12617
Federal

0

436
- 1.58%

32 US Lime Employees Federal Credit Union
138 Magnesium St., Henderson 89015

702-564-1360
DND

12040
Federal

0

146
-25.35%

DND =Did not disclose

Source: ncua.gov

il!ll]LISTS ~
BDDK OF
~

All Data: As of 12/31199

4

0

1,759
14.29%

$

7,371,665
- 8.95%

$

$

$

$

$

$

6,775,175
8.59%

9,304,241
16.30%

Ernie Powers
1958

5,571,579
7.58%

8,042,714
9.82%

Sandra D. Theiss
DND

5,418,581
-6.06%

Malcol m B. Clark
1952

2,874.421
-8.27%

$

Margie Lindsey
1964

6,384,701
4.09%

10,479,192
14.73%

2,131,003
12.84%

2,971,470
24.20%

Sharon F. Marich
1958

889,567
16.84%

$

2,056,446
2.99%

Mike Walker
1996

739,345
- 5.35%

$

1,144,428
1.04%

John I. Thiel
1958

144,928
-11.36%

171 ,865
- 14.40%

Mary L. Shrum
1957

•Growth = Annual Percent Change 1999 Compared to 1998

Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey for~s. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time .
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or add1tions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104 .
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Group Health Providers
Ranked by Total Nevada Enrollment

j

CiROUP HEALTH PROVIOER
AOORESS
WEBSITE I E-MAIL

PHONE

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT
NEVAOA
COMPANTWIOE

NV HEALTHCARE
AFFILIATES:
EMPLOYEES
PHYSICIANS
YEAREsT.
HOSPITALS
IN NV

NEVAOA

~

ENROLLMENT

MEOICARE
-MEOICAIO

0

I ~

i

PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS

OTHER

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
HEAOQUARTERS

702-242-7029

225,497
1,770,307

40,821
12,274

•••

Point of Service
(POS)

DND

4,169
21

DND
1972

Anthony Marion, M.D.
Las Vegas

2 Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
700 Broadw ay, Denver, CO 80273
anthem-inc.com

303 -831 -3160

100,987
499 ,083

20,477
0

•••

Dental, Life

Nevada Assn . of
Home Plans

2,385
30

188
1969

Caz Matthews
Denver, CO

3 Managed Care Consultants
4160 S. Pecos Rd. , Las Vegas 89121
mccnevada.com

702-792-2994

160,000
160,000

DND
DND

•

SIIA, CCAHU,
Western Pension,
Chambers of Com

3,000
21

90
1988

E. J. Lawrence
Las Vegas

4

775 -982 -3100

75,156
81 ,574

6,418
0

• •

941
16

165
1988

DND
DND

5 Mediversal, Inc
6616 W. Sahara, Las Vegas 89146
mediversal.com

702-248-2542

60,000
80,000

DND
DND

•

2,000
10

36
1995

Koner Bills
Las Vegas

6 Sierra Administration Managers
1281 Terminal Wy., Ste. 115, Reno 89502
penny@sami .reno.nv.us

775-348-8787

4,000
10,000

DND
DND

NIA Universal Health Network
1331 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 200, LV 89146
universalhealthnet.com

702-360-9044

151,000
DND

DND
DN D

NIA NevadaCare Inc.
1701 W. Charleston, Ste. 420, LV 89102
DND

702-474-7241

52,000
DND

DND
32 ,000

Sierra Health Services, Inc
PO Box 15645, Las Vegas 89114
dolanc@sierrahealth.com

Hometown Health Plan
240 S. Rock Blvd , Las Vegas 89502
marketing@hhp.washoehealth.com

•

Senior Care
Plus

DND

Point of Service
(POS)

SIIA

••

Members
Choice 2000

DND

UHN Netwks
UHN Netwks

4,000
1983

•

EPO,
WCPPO

DND

2,964
28

DND
DND

Robert Danforth
Sparks

Point of Service
(POS)

DND

+3 ,000
9

DND
1991

Keith 0 . Beagle
Las Vegas

-

Anthony S. Koszuth
Reno

DND = Did not disclose

ljC'j'j'
BOOK I!W.ILISTS
OF
~

Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond . To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

Communications
Technology

I

I

I

meets commitment.
CRC, Las Vegas' oldest long dist811C8 company, is
committed to providing the lowest cost, most effective
caller conveniences, and a full range of services:
•
•
•
•

Long distance
Local service
Debit cards
Operator services

• International origination
• International calling card
• Enhanced calling card with
voice and fax mail

I

Call 1-800-873-2722
today to save money.
... the company that cares

4275 E. Sahara Avenue, Suite 6
Las Vegas, Nevada 89104
july 2000 •
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Interior Design Firms
Ranked by Total Nevada Employees
PHONE

INTERIOR DESIGN fiRM
ADDRESS
WEBSITE OR E-MAIL

:::"'

"'

EMPLOYEES
DESIGNERS

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

DESIGNERSERVICES

Yates Silverman
4045 S. Industrial Rd., LV B9103
DND

702 ·791 ·5606

40
17

ASID, NCIDQ

Hospitality

2 Fielden and Partners
24BO E. Tompkins, LV B9121
fielden.com I fielden@vegas.infi.net

702-435-6401

20
4

AlA-Allied Member, IIDA,
NDA, Crew-SN

Space Planning/ Assessment Studies,
Int. Des., Custom Casework, Furni·
ture/ Art Specs and Purchasing

Advanced Office Interiors
9300 Prototype Dr., Reno B9511
adv-office.com I ronbabey@adv-office.com

775-B51-B1 00

15
2

NOPA, NNDA, Reno
Chamber, BPIA, EDAWN,
CC Chamber

Interior Designs, Space Planning,
CAD Drawing, Bid Specifications

Domus Design Group
120 Thoma St., Reno B9501
domusdesign.com I bruce@domusdesign.com

775-323-5608

15
7

ASID, ISID, Illuminating
Society Engineers

Interior Design, Space Planning,
Project management, Site/Move
Planning, Data/Telecom Planning

5 Design Showcase
35B5 E. Patrick, Ste. 700, LV B9120
dsiwhiting@aol.com

702-597-0712

11
4

ASID, AlA Member, NV
Board Reg. Int. Designers,
ID Institute Board of Dir.

DND

6 Gerhard Design Group
La Costa Plaza-7630 El Camino Real
Rancho La Costa, CA 92009
ahgdesign@aol.com

702-B9B-4595

10
5

ASID

Interior Architectual Design, Custom
Furnishing, Fabrics, Wall Coverings,
Kitchen and Baths

7 Bentley Interior Design Inc
230 Village Blvd. , Incline Village B9451
bentleyinterior.com I gbentley@bentleyinterior.com

775-B31-2350

6
4

ASID, CID

Residential

B CarMa Ltd .
505 S. Decatur, LV B9107
DND

702-259-2734

5
1

BBB, So. NV Business Assn.

Window Treatments, Custom
Treatments, Flooring, Windows,
Doors, Patio Doors

B Soleil Design International, Inc.
3B67 S. Valley View, Ste. 9, LV B9103
soleilcustom.com I soleildesign@lvcm.com

702-B73-535B

5
2

li DA

Custom Furniture/Cabinetry, Fabrics,
Design Consult., Refinishing,
Upholstery & Soft Goods

9 Arlington Design
6B60 Patayan Rd., LV B9146
arlin gtondesign@aol.com

702-364-1 507

4
2

ISP

Space Planning, Interior Design ,
Prototype Development, Project
Management, Purchasing

10 Divine Interiors, Inc.
3950 E. Sunset Rd., Ste. 10B, LV B9120
divineint_inc.com I divineintinc@aol.com

702-434-6259

3
2

DND

Full Design, Accessorizing, Drapes,
Flooring, Paint, Bedding, Furniture,
Artwork, Holiday Decorating

10 Interior Motives
5260 Cameron St., LV B911B
intmot@anv.com

702-735 -B151

3
3

DND

Commercial, High-End Residential

10 Nevada Decor Source, Inc.
4001 S. Decatur Blvd., Ste. 37-102, LV B9103
nevadadecor.com I info@nevadadecor.com

702 -B37 -7344

3
DND

LV Chamber, NAWBO,
NAFE, IFMA

Consultation, Space Planning, Project Coordination, Furniture Seleclion & Specifics, Artwork Selection

13

Elegance Custom Interiors
4225 S. Eastern Ave., LV B9119
elegancecustominteriors.com

702 -796-BOB4

2
2

DND

Window/Wall/Floor Coverings,
Furniture, Accessories, Lighting,
Custom Bedding

13

E Klek nk
1312A Nevada Hwy, Boulder City 89005
shhornyak@aol.com

702-313-4663

2
2

ASID, ISID, BBB, Chamber

Carpet, Tile, Faux Painting,
Draperies, Furniture, Specialize in
Bathrooms and Kitchens

15 A Designing Woman
3224 S. Procyon, LV 89102
shirleylasvegasdesigncenter.com

702-364-1 549

ASID

Commercial, Residential, All Areas
of Design

15 Elegant Design Solutions Inc.
508 Lariat Ln., Henderson B9014
DND

702-433-3809

BNI, Henderson Chamber

Floor/Wall/Window Coverings and
Treatments, Furniture, Accessories.
Design Consultations

15

David Coleman Ltd .
3271 S. Highland Dr., Ste. 706A, LV 89109
davidcolemanltd.com I dcltdlv@aol.com

702-369-4424

Allied Member ASID

Consultation, Ground Up Services,
Space Planning, Floor Coverings

Lago Enterprises, Inc.
6460 Windy St., Ste. B, LV 89119
DND

702-214-1313
702-256-7770

DND

BBB, IIDA, Chamber,
ASID, BNI Netwk. Grp.,
Hospitality Netwk. Assn.

Custom Drapes, Fum. & Accessories, Flooring/Carpet, Lighting,
Wall Coverings, Full Design Svcs.

N/A Dalvey Busi ness Environments
5173 S. Eastern Ave., LV 89119
dalveydesign@aol .com

702 -740-4000

DND
DND

ASID

Space Planning, Open Office Systems Layout, Facilities Mgmt. , Custom Interior Design, Bid Documents

DND

Designing Women Interiors
Sparks
thefirst@aol.com

775-742-3901

DND
2

DND

Complete Interior Design Services,
Wallpaper, Furniture, Window Coverings, Shutters

DND

N/A Scandia Down Shop
8175 S. Virgini a, Ste. 400, Reno 89511
scanreno2@aol.com

775-B51-4111

DND
DND

DND

Bed Linens, Dust Skirts, Window
Treatments, Bedding Consultation

DND

N/A The Department of Interiors
945 Walker Ave, Reno B9509
DND

775-786-7699

DND
1

DND

Commercial, Residential, Tenant
Improvements

DND

NIA

N/A

DND = Did not disclose
BDOK ~ LISTS
OF

2

DND
DND
DND

l!miilJ
Note: The above information was supplied by reresentatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
I
I I While every effort is made to ensure accuracy an thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists, Research Dept. , 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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Office Space
Ranked by Gross Leasable Square Footage (12,ooo sq.ft.+>
"'

~

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
11
14
15

OFFICE BULDING I DEVELOPMENT
LOCAnoN I ADDRESS
McCarran Center
1-215 at Warm Springs Rd.
Park 2000
NWC Sunset/Eastern
Sierra Plaza
61 00 Neil Rd.
Shaheen Business Park
East College Pkwy.
Bank of America Center
101 Convention Center Dr.
Bank of America Plaza
300 S. Fourth St.
Quail Corners South
Talbot and Sierra Rose Dr.
McCarran Corporate Plaza
5740 S. Eastern Ave .
Spencer Airport Plaza-Phase I
6811 Spencer St.
Sprint Nevada Headquarters
330 Valley View Blvd .
100 West Liberty
100 w. Liberty St.
East Gate Plaza
Sunset/Stephanie
Sprint Telephone Company
330 S. Valley View Blvd.
Nevada Financial Center
2300 W. Sahara Ave.
Former Wells Fargo Bank Bldg.
302 -304 E. Carson Ave.
Rainbow Corporate Center
777 N. Rainbow Blvd.

CITY
YEAR(S) BUILT

Las Vegas
1996·2000
Las Vegas
1985·1999

LEASINGAGENT(S)
Mark Bouchard

LEASING COMPANY
DND

Melanie Bravid

DND

Ken Stark

DND
DND
DND

Lisa Sawtell

The Ribeiro Company

Tom Stilley

DND

Lee W. Phelps

DND

Ken Fong, CPM
and Wing Fong
Frank S. Gallagher

DND
DND
DND
DND
DND

GROSS
LEASABLES.F.
No. FLOORS
1,200,000
DND
803,453
1
354,000
5
345 ,000
1
318,000
12
250,000
16
198,000
1, 2
195,000
2
187,506
1
161 ,548
2
160,000
12
160,000
4
160,000
2
157,624
12

RENT RANGE
($/Fr./Mo.)

1.75
DND

DND

DND

1.81-1 .85

DND

MAJORTENANTS
Pacific Health Care, Sigma Game, MicroAge
Computer
TriStar Theme Builders, Morrris and Brown
Architects
Sierra Pacific Resources, Microsoft, Woodburn &
Wedge
Employers Insurance Co. of NV, St. Dept. of
Taxation , St. Gaming Control Bd.
AIG Claim Services, Metropolitan Police-Personnel
Bureau , Japan Travel
Bank of America, Lionel Sawyer & Collins,
McGiadrey & Pullen
Howard Consulting Corp., Nevada Urology,
Dr. Juell
Nova Southeastern University, Carollo Engineers

Sprint
Hale Lane Peek Dennison & Howard. Jones
Vargas, Everen Securities, Grant Thornton
U.S. Bank, Pioneer Citizens Bank

DND

Sprint

2.25

Merrill Lynch, U.S. Bank, Hale Lane Peek

1.65

Pac West Telecomm , Inc., Variou s Attorneys
Crossl and Mortgage, Americana, Prudential,
Dickerson , Dickerson , Consul & Packer
DND

DND
DND

18 Westcliff House
201·291 N. Buffalo Dr.
19 Renaissance Ctr. Office Park I & II
2215·2389 Renaissance Dr.
20 The Atrium
333 N. Rancho Dr.
21 Pointe Flamingo
4000 S. Eastern Ave.

1.60
1.70

Lake Mead Hospital & Medical Center, Bagel
Cafe, Square Beauty & Spa, Hunsaker & Assoc.
1st Security Bank, Executive Suites, Health M gmt.
Center, Consolidated Mortgage, Conam M gmt.
FBI , University of Phoenix, GMAC
Norwest Mortgage, Stewart Title, Black & Veatch

1.35

Harrah's, Lindominn's Produce, Americom
Yates-Silverman, Friedmutter Group, Granite
Construction
DND
DND
Nevada First Bank , Coffee Pub, Goldilocks Salon

28 Chamber Tower
1 E. First St.
28 The Commerce Center
200 S. Virginia
30 Cal Neva Office Tower
1 E. 1st St.
31

DND

1.90

DND

1.40

DND

1.65

DN D

1.35

Cal Neva, Wells Fargo, John Deere Credit

1.75

Republic Mortgage, Nevada Eye Care, Details

1.70

DND

1.40

DND

1.85

Rawlings, Olsen, Gannon, Gormley & DesReuisseaux, Clark Co., Haney & Associates
DND

1.15

87 ,000

5
82,250
1

s

CH2M Hill, Southern NV Water Autihority,
Vannah, Costello, Canepa, WieSe & Riedy
Reno-Sparks Chamber of Commerce, Williams
Communications, CAL-NEVA
Wells Fargo, MCI WorldCom, Prudential Securities

1.74

Redwood Commercial Funding, St. Mary's, First
Independent Bank
Wells Interiors, ITI, Designer Tile

1.80

DND

1.65

DND

1.65

Hartford Insurance, CB Richard Ellis, U.S. Bank

1.65

Green Valley Physical Therapy, California State
Auto Assn. CAAAl
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Office Space

(continued)

Ranked by Gross Leasable Square Footage (12,ooo sqJt+>
"

~

OFFICE 8ULDING
LOCATION

I

I

CITY

DEVELOPMENT

ADDRESS

YEAR(S) BUILT

42 Bank of America West
6900 Westcliff Dr.
43 Spencer Airport Center-Phase Ill
Sunset/Spencer
44 McCarran Quail Park
6490 S. McCarran
45 Talbot Quail Medical
6630 S. McCarran
46 500 Corporate Center
500 N. Rainbow Blvd.
46 Park Center West
9805 Double R Blvd .
46 U.S. Bank Building
1 E. Liberty St.
49 Corporate Pointe
5250 S. Virginia St.
50 D'Andrea Ranch
Vista Blvd.
50 Sir Williams Court
851 S. Rampart
52 Sahara Executive Center
17B5 E. Sahara Ave.
53 Thomas Creek Office Park
9790 Gateway Dr.
54 Phoenix Building
330 S. Third St.
55 Green Valley Corporate Center
2275 N. Green Valley Pkwy.
56 Airport Plaza
1755 E. Plumb Ln.
57 R&R Plaza
8064-8084 W. Sahara Ave.
58 Parkcenter East
9804 Double R Blvd .
59 Lake ridge Centre Ole. Pk.- Phase II
6010 Plumas St.
60 Bridgeport Center
2620 Regatta Dr.
61 Spanish Vista
SWC Tropicana/Durango
62 Mountain Point Business Park
4525-4545 W. Spring Mtn. Rd.
63 Desert Breeze
B665 W. Flamingo Rd.
64 Winchester Plaza
1700 E. Desert Inn
65 Sahara Rancho Office Center
2200 Rancho Rd .
66 Plumas Quail Park
Plumb/Plumas
67 Shadow Professional Center
400 Shadow Ln.
68 Meadows Business Center
3800 Meadows Ln.
69 PARC Place Professional Comple
5820 S. Pecos Rd.
70 Buffalo Office Park
2451 S. Buffalo Dr.
70 Lakeridge Centre Office Park
6005 Plumas
72 Sprint PCS Building
5011 Meadowood Mall Cir.
73 Meridian Gold Building
9670 Gateway Dr.
73 Sahara Professional Center
2065-2077 E. Sahara Ave.
75 Palms Airport Center
6800 Paradise Rd.
76 Sierra Quail
6880 S. McCarran
77 201 W. Liberty St.
201 W. Liberty St.
77 Bank of America
5905 S. Virginia St.
77 Pyramid Plaza
875 Roberta Ln .
80 Jones Eldora Professional Offices
2675 S. Jones Blvd.
81 WestPark Plaza-Rainbow
3121 & 3131 S. Rainbow Blvd .
82 Spencer Airport Tech Center
6745 Spencer St.

Las Vegas
1990
Las Vegas
1999
Reno
1986
Reno
1997
Las Vegas
1996
Reno
1999
Reno
1972
Reno
1988
Sparks
1999
Las Vegas
1997
Las Vegas
1993
Reno
1998-1999
Las Vegas
1983
Las Vegas
2000
Reno
1974
Las Vegas
1991
Reno
2000-2001
Reno
2000-2001
Las Vegas
1992
Las Vegas
1999/ 2000
Las Vegas
1995
Las Vegas
1997
Las Vegas
1972
Las Vegas
DND
Reno
2000
Las Vegas
1999
Las Vegas
DND
Las Vegas
1998-99
Las Vegas
DND
Reno
1999
Reno
1989
Reno
1998
Las Vegas
1988
Las Vegas
19B9-.1994
Reno
DND
Reno
1968
Reno
1989
Sparks
1998-1999
Las Vegas
1996
Las Vegas
1998
Las Vegas
1999

CONTINUED
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LEASING COMPANY

GROSS
LEASABLE S.F.
No. f LOORS

LEASING AGENT(S)

LEASING PHONE(S)

Keith W. Bassett

702-384-4488

Realty Holdings Group

82,000

Lee W. Phelps

702-367-3000

DND

80,B30

RENT RANGE
(SIFTJMo.)

$ 2.15-2.45

8
0.67

M AJOR TENANTS

Bank of America, Pearson & Patton , Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Terminix, Spintek, lnkware

1
Lisa Sawtell

775-825-4646

The Ribeiro Company

80,650

1.65 and up

1
Lisa Sawtell

775-825-4646

The Ribeiro Company

B0,301

1.25-1.78
1.90

Randy Broadhead

702-369-4800

DND

2
BO,OOO
3

Ken Stark

775-329-4000

DND

80,000

1.75

Frank S. Gallagher

775-329-4000

DND

3
BO,OOO
5

1.60-1.75

John Pinjuv

775-332-2805

Grubb & Ellis Nevada
Commercial Group
DND

78,942

1.65- 1.75

Ken Stark

775-823-6983

Western Title, Integrated Health,
Homeseekers.com
Quail Surgical , West Valley Imaging, Dr. Bonaldi
Fidelity National Title, Chase Manhattan,
Ford Credit
Trinet VCO, Sharegate, Transpower Tchnologies
U.S. Bank, Navellier & Associates,
Sierra Executive Suites
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, New York Life, State Farm

3
75,000

1.50

DND

2.00

Consolidated Resorts, Peccole Nevada Corp.,
Summit Insurance
Nevada Board of Cosmetology, Boyle Engineering

2
Brad Peterson

702-369-4800

DND

75,000

2
Jason M Simon
Ken Stark

702 -221-8226
775-B23-6983

Equus Management
Corporation
DND

73,190

1.45

2
72 ,000

1.55-1.65

Aristocrates, B , Employers Ins. Co. of NV

2
Brad Peterson

702-369-4800

DND

Brad Peterson

702-369-4800

DND

67,798
11
66,800

1.85
2.05-2.15

Clark County
DND

3

Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Ken Stark

702-221-4500
775-329-4000

Grubb & Ellis Nevada
Commercial Group
Realty Executives
ol Nevada
DND

Ken Stark

775-329-4000

DND

John Pinjuv

775-332-2805

66,132

59,000

1.35

2
64,000

1.45-1.65

2
60,000

1.80

Willis-Coroon. ntennountrun Mortgage, Nevada
St. Board of ur5l~g
R&R Advertising. State Farm, Properties Plus,
HMH Engineers
DND

2
2.35-3 .00

Cisco Systems

1.00-1.30

Mail and .!lore Cap

1.55-1 .65

DND

0.67-1.15

ADI
ates,
AI P ps Cleal'er5, Sassos Dance Studio, Allstate
Insurance
RenaJ O.alysls Center. Advanced Dermatology,
PLA

3
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Brad Peterson
& Randy Broadhea
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Connie Gamble

702-221-4500
702-369-4800

Realty Executives
of Nevada
DND

702-221-4500
702-798-7970

Realty Executives
of Nevada
Realty Executives
ol Nevada
DND

Bruce S. Follmer

702-3B3-3033

DND

Lisa Sawtell

775-825-4646

The Ribeiro Company

702-221 -4500

55,303
2
52,075
1
50,880
1
46,640

1.25-1 .45

2
44,710
2
44,000
2
38,000

1.25

·s Quarters

1.10

D D
1.72-1.78

Dr Komad na. Masquerade, Dr. Crawford

0.65-1.80

Prosthetics Center of Excellence Eye Care Assoc.

1
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Richard Truesdell

702 -2 21-4500
702-383-3033

Realty Executives
ol Nevada
DND

Susan Russell

702-892-7777

DND

Richard Truesdell

702 -383-3033

DND

Ken Stark

775-329-4000

Ken Stark

775-329-4000

37,207

2
36,850
1

1.45

DND

36,550
1
36,000
1
36,000

1.85-1.95

DND

35,000

DND
State Farm Insurance, Friedman Diagnostic Center

1.75
1.95

3
1.65-1.95

E.A. Collms Development
Soloman Smith Barney, Lemmons, Grundy &
Eisenburg, CTX Mortgage
Sprint PCS

3
Frank S. Gallagher

775-329-4000

DND

34,000

1.65-1.75
1.15-1.25

Meridian Gold Co., Nevada State Contractors
Board
Gental Dental

0.65

ShuffleMaster, Coca Cola, Jackpot Enterprises

2
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Lee W. Phelps

702-221-4500
702-367-3000

Realty Executives
ol Nevada
DND

Lisa Sawtell

775-825-4646

The Ribeiro Company

John Pinjuv

775-332-2805

Ken Stark

775-823-6983

Grubb & Ellis Nevada
Commercial Group
DND

Ken Stark

775-823-6983

DND

34,000

1
32,878
1
30,486
1
30,000

1.65 and up
1.55-1.65

A .G. Edwards, Ledcor Industries, Silmo Medical
United Title Company

4
30,000

1.65

Bank of America, Dain Rauscher

1.50

Don MacKay Architects

1.55

Various

3
30,000

1
Greg Nelsen

702-362-4800

DND

28,500

2
Lyle E. Brennan

702-592-409B

LYAN LLC

28,200

1.65 and up

Rainbow Medical Center, Health South

2
Lee W. Phelps

702-367-3000

DND

27,896
1

0.67

Casinovations, Inc., Associated Supply, 5 Star
Restaurant

TopRankiNevada
S TA TEW ID E

B OOK O F LI STS

Office Space

(contiuued)

Ranked by Gross Leasable Square Footage (12,ooo sq.fl.+>
OFFICE 8ULOING I DEVELOPMENT
Dl LOCATION I ADDRESS
83 DND
1465·1475 Terminal Wy.
84 Buffalo Bridge
911 N. Buffalo Dr.
85 San Sorrono Office Center
4535 W. Sahara Ave.
86 Durango Point Business Park
Durango/Saddle Ln .
87 50 Washington St.
50 Washington St.
87 788 FaiiView Dr.
788 FaiiView Dr.
87 Club Lakeridge Building
6100 Plumas St.
87 Meadowood Office Building
6205 Neil Rd .
87 M FT Building
Gateway Blvd.
87 Sparks Office Building
2385 E. Prater Way
93 Lexington Quail Park
1301·1321 N. McCarran
94 Juliet Office Park
8367 W. Flamingo Rd .
95 Sunset Pavilion
3711 E. Sunset Rd.
96 Sunset Sands Plaza
3840·3850 E. Sunset Rd.
N/A Citibank Park
3900 Paradise Rd.
N/A Spencer Airport Plaza-Phase II
Maule Ave.
DND ~ Did not disclose

"'z

BOOK ~ LISTS
OF

CITY
YEAR(S) BUILT
Reno
DND
Las Vegas
1996
Las Vegas
1980
Las Vegas
DND
Reno
1976
Carson City
1982
Reno
1992
Reno
1999
Reno
1999
Sparks
2000/2001
Sparks
DND
Las Vegas
DND
Las Vegas
DND
Las Vegas
DND
Las Vegas
1986
Las Vegas
2000

LEASINGAGENT(S)
Lisa Sawtell

LEASING PHONE(S)
775-825·4646

LEASING COMPANY
The Ribeiro Company

Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Greg Nelsen

702·221·4500
702-362·4800

Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Frank S. Gallagher

702·221·4500
775·329·4000

Realty Executives
of Nevada
DND

Frank S. Gallagher

775-329·4000

DND

Ken Stark

775·329·4000

DND

Ken Stark

775-823-6983

DND

Ken Stark

775· 823·6983

DND

Ken Stark

775·329-4000

DND

Lisa Sawtell

775·825·4646

The Ribeiro Company

Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Soozi Jones
Walker, CCIM
Randy Broadhead
and Lisa Gonzales
Lee W. Phelps

Realty Executives
of Nevada

702·221-4500
702-369-4800

Realty Executives
of Nevada
Realty Executives
of Nevada
Realty Executives
of Nevada
DND

702·367·3000

DND

702·221 ·4500
702-221·4500

GROSS
LEASABLE S.F.
No. fLOORS
26,129
1
25,679
2
25,500
2
25,116
1
25,000
3
25,000
1
25,000
2
25,000
3
25,000
2
25 ,000
2
22,032
1
15,690
2
15,515
1
13,028
1
DND
2
DND
DND

RENT RANGE
(SIFrJMo.)
$1.35 & up
1.42

MAJOR TENANTS
Corporate SeiVice Center, First Home Care,
Tel-Com
Diversified Realty, Land Title

1.20

Various

1.40

Under Construction

1.50·1 .60
1.25
1.65·1.75

DRGM Advertising
Nevada Dept. of Business and Industry
Sierra Health

1.65

VistaCare, RMX, AON

1.60

MFY

1.65

Northern Nevada Medical Center, Life Care, APL

1.45

Dr. Zatarain, Hever Insurance, Dr. Millman

1.65

Flamingo Realty

1.65

DND

1.65·2.25

Under Construction

1.75

SAIC , Citibank, RAF Financial

DND

DND

[iii!I!J While
Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

2000 Las Vegas Perspective
Now on Solei
THis colorful and comprehensive
88-page demographic profile of
Southern Nevada can provide your
organization with up-to-date fads and
figures about your target market.

SINGLE ISSUE
PRICE $27
INCLUDES SALES TAX . POSTAGE ADDITIONAL
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Supplies are limited ... Order your copy today!
Make checks payable to: METROPOLITAN RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Vo Nevada Development Authority • 702-791 -0000
3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Suite 140 South • las Vegas, NV 89109 • Fax: 702-796-6483
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Governor's Conference on
Economic Development set
usiness leaders and others interested
in the growth and diversification of
Nevada's business sector are invited to attend the fourth annual Governor's Conference on Economic Development on August 17 and 18 at the Reno Hilton. This
year's event will feature prominent technology forecaster Daniel Burrus, as well
as Roger Herman, workforce futurist, and
Don Reynolds, economist and forecaster.
Further information is available from the
Nevada Commission on Economic Development (800-336-1600).

B

Turbo Expo sponsored by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME).
Held in Munich, Germany the annual
ASME event is international in scope and
attracts thousands of users and manufacturers of gas turbine technology. Bently
Nevada, based in Minden, used the occasion to demonstrate its revolutionary new
ServoFluid Control Bearing. Bently Nevada maintains over 80 sales and service offices in 40 countries around the globe. In
addition to bearing technology, the company offers instrumentation, software and
engineering services as well as fundamental rotor dynamic research.

100-year-old Quarter Circle Five Ranch
near Lund, 35 miles south of Ely. The facility is owned and operated by Michelle
Gubler. Visitors arriving at Bunk Out
West receive chaps and cowboy hats in
preparation for a true Western experience
including horsemanship classes, trail
rides, cattle rides and roping. Other activities include fis hing, exploring nearby
caves, learning leather crafts and nightly
poker games. In late July, visitors can attend the regional rodeo .

Station Casinos to acquire
Santa Fe Hotel &Casino

S

ases involving fraudulent car deals
throughout the state have prompted
representatives of Southern Nevada's credit unions to launch a Credit Union Lending
Summit to discuss fraud issues and increase the level of awareness within the region's credit union community. Credit
unions have uncovered several cases of
salvaged cars and flood damaged cars
from other states being brought to Nevada
to be sold with no record of the salvage information. Another scam involved a group
of individuals who sold cars without registering them with the Department of Motor
Vehicles, enabling them to obtain multiple
loans on the same vehicle. Credit union
representatives will continue to meet regularly throughout the year to create awareness of new fraud issues that can potentially impact credit unions and their members. '

tation Casinos, Inc. announced recently that it has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire the Santa Fe Hotel &
Casino from Santa Fe Hotel, Inc. , a subsidiary of Santa Fe Gaming Corporation.
The purchase price of $205 million includes substantially all of the assets of the
Santa Fe Hotel & Casino in northwest Las
Vegas, plus an option to acquire an adjacent 21-acre parcel of real estate. The allcash transaction has been approved by the
boards of directors of both companies and
is expected to close in the fourth quarter
of 2000, subject to approval by all regulatory bodies. The property will be renamed Santa Fe Station. Situated on 38
acres, the Santa Fe currently offers approximately 85,000 square feet of casino
space, 200 guest rooms, four full-service
restaurants, a bowling center, an ice skating arena and 10,000 square feet of meeting and banquet facilities. Station Casinos, Inc. currently owns and operates five
gaming properties in Southern Nevada, as
well as two others in Missouri.

Bently Nevada garners award

Dude ranch opens

ently Nevada Corporation, the leading
worldwide supplier of machinery protection and management solutions, won a
"People's Choice" Award at this year's

unk Out West, a working ranch vacation and dude ranch destination, is
now open for the summer season, which
lasts through October. It is located on the

Credit Unions warn of fraudulent
car sales

C

B
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce
honors Reno firm
kagen De igns. Ltd. of Reno was one
of six national winner to receive the
Blue Chip Enterprise Award co-sponsored by • las • Iutual Financial Group
and the Gnited tares Chamber of Commerce. The annual award program recognizes entrepreneurs for succeeding in the
face of adversity. Les than 10 years ago,
owners Henrik and Charlotte Jorst came
to the nited State from their native
Denmark to follow their dream of owning
their own busine . Starting with nothing
but a con ept and a loan from a family
member. they foun ded Skagen Designs to
create beautifully-designed high quality
watche at reasonable prices. Today, the
company log more than $5 million in
annual ale around the world.

SBA opens women's
business center
he evada Women's Business Resource
and Assistance Center (NWBRAC)
opened a atellite office in May at the Render on campus of the Community College
of Southern evada. Partly funded by
the U.S. Small Business Administration,
NWBRAC provides assistance and training
in finance, management, marketing, procurement and the Internet to women interested in starting their own businesses and
to current business owners focusing on expansion. Its aim is to help women in low to
moderate income brackets increase their

T

Business Indicators

ANALYSIS ········

5

elect indicators point to slower economic growth in the last half of 2000.
After a series of rate hikes to the discount rate and the federal funds rate, the
Federal Reserve's policies have begun to take
hold . The higher costs of borrowing in recent
months have begun to slow activity in interest-sensitive sectors. For example, U.S. home
sales are down by 2.26 percent in April 2000
relative to April1999 levels.
Though Nevada remains a fast-growing
state with a higher-than-average rate of new
home starts, recent .reports show mortgage
costs are beginning to have an impact in the
Silver State. Still, the national and state outlooks for the last half of 2000 remain bright.
Among the most noteworthy of possible
concerns that may herald a possible economic downturn is the price of crude petroleum,
which rose during the past year to the $30per-barrellevel. OPEC production quotas and
mandated switches to more expensive and
less polluting gasoline have been cited as
factors for the observed price jumps.
Not all areas have seen the same increases
in posted pump prices. EPA-mandated regulations are resulting in a more diverse pattern of
prices than in past years. Tight inventories and
other distribution difficulties are causing availability concerns that have not been experienced for nearly 20 years. All in all, petroleum
availability has become an issue that could create future economic disruptions, possibly challenging the strength of the current expansion.
The recent jump in oil prices is significant
because consumers may interpret it as a sign
of further price escalation. Even if overall
conditions suggest sound economic fundamentals, sudden and dramatic oil price increases that disrupt a tranquil price environment might set in motion uncertainties and
expectations of additional inflation shocks. It
is the psychology of inflation that holds the
attention of the Federal Reserve.
The changing pattern of overall national economic activity has not affected the tides of fortune for Nevada's mining and tourism industries. Precious mineral prices remain low,
working to suppress Nevada's rural economies.
On the other hand, Nevada's tourism industry
continues to participate in the strength of the
U.S. economy, posting double-digit growth
rates for gaming revenue in April. All in all,
Nevada has faired well during the robust national expansion of the last three years.

DATE

LATEST
PERIOD

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YEAR
AGO

YEARLY
%CHG
- 26.67

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada%

05/oo

3-3

3-8

4-5

Las Vegas MSA

05/00

3-4

3-8

4-4

- 22.73

Reno MSA

05/oo

2.4

2.9

3-8

- 36.84

05/00

4-1

3-9

4-2

-2 .38

2,419,700

2,695.846

2,310,U5

U.S.% (SEASONALLYADJUSTED)

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales($THousAND) 04/oo

4-74

Clark County

04/00

1,752.557

1,937,184

1.65 ,687

5.66

Washoe County

04/00

388,058

448,069

361,131

7-46

05/oo

265.977

266,8o6

.572

7-43

04/oo

785,68o,666

836.453,390

U.S. Retail Sales ($MILLION)

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada($)

13-97

Clark County

13-33

Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area Permits
New Residences

lQOO

5.391

),205

3-57

New Commercial

lQOO

262

263

- 0.38

lQOO

630

666

- 5-41

Reno Area Permits
New Residences

.-

~~

U.S.
Housing Starts (THOUSAND)

05/00

1,592

Total Constructio n ($ MILLION)

04/oo

757.259

7

1,649

- 3-46

704. 582

7-48

930

- 2.26

HOUSING SALES
U.S. Home Sa les (THousAND)

04/00

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers lll
McCarran Int. Airport, LV

lQOO

8,776.490

7.996,096

9-76

Reno/Tahoe Int. Airport

lQOO

1,493.186

1,588,895

- 6.02

State Taxable Gasoline Sales (GALS) 04/00

76,381,363

80,171.412

- 4-73

1,855.790

6.03

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada

07/99

Clark County
Washoe County

1.343. 540

1,255.200

07/99

323,670

311.350

05/00

171-3

171.2

166.2

3-07

1,101.7

0.29

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price Index C4l
Money Supply- M1 ($BILLION)

05/oo

1,104-9

1,116.2

Prime Rate%

05/oo

9- 24

9-00

7-75

19.23

Three -Month U.S. T-Bill %

05/oo

5-92

5.67

4-51

31.26

Gross Domestic Product($ BILLION) lQOO

9.697-6

9. 507-9

9.072-7

6.89

NOTES: (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers; 1982-84=100
SOURCES: Nevada Department of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Department; UNLV, Center for Business and

R. KEITH ScHWER, UNLV Center for Business
a d Economic Research
Bllsioess Journal •
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Economic Research ; UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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You Can't Afford A New

Digital Telephone System?

Think Again.
Pac-West makes advanced technology affordable for
every business. For one monthly fee, Pac-West offers
your business a new digital phone system, local and
long distance service, data transport, and voice mail.

• One Bill For All Your Telecommunications Services.
• System Can Be Expanded As Your Business Grows.
• Routine Maintenance Included.
• Y2K Compliant.

There's no capital investment, no purchase, and no lease!

Call today to learn how your business can afford a new digital phone system.

1-800-PAC-WEST •1-800-722-9378 • www.pacwest.com

